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In recent years, climatic changes, global warming, energy depletion and 
other environment-related concerns have led to the emergence of green 
technologies. Researchers believe that the increase in the level of 
sustainable development will result in sustainable economics and 
societies. It will also have a very positive impact on sustainability in the 
future. Technical advancements in the modern society mark human 
creativeness and innovations. However, those technologies have resulted 
in the disruption of ecology from local to global level. Green technologies 
have a promising future in meeting the needs of economic sustainability. 
But, environmental and social sustainability factors need to be reinforced 
in a mutual manner. Both environmental and economic impact and 
efficiency of a technology should be analyzed before the implementation 
of technologies. It should be a win-win situation when economic and 
sustainable growths are highly emphasized. This paper reviews green 
technologies and discusses the challenges faced in advancing and 
implementing green technologies and trends that lead to sustainability. 
The paper also delineates regulatory policies and finance-related issues. 

 
Keywords:  Green Technologies; Clean Technologies; Sustainable Development; Sustainability; Review 

 

 
Introduction  
  

 Green technologies are eco-friendly technologies that result in economic and social 

sustainability [1,2]. Green technologies may sound a sophisticated name, but it means no 

other than clean technology. In the earlier days, green technologies were known as 

environmental technologies [3]. From Information System perspectives, green 

technologies encompass environmentally friendly products that reduce the production of 

Greenhouses Gases (GHGs). They have in the past been viewed as a costly alternative to 

cheaper, unsustainable technology which has been in use all through.  

Sustainability through green technologies means coming up with nature-friendly or 

eco-friendly technologies that not only meet human needs but at the same time minimize 

waste generation and support life today and in future [4,5]. Therefore, sustainable 

development must be met in all the three dimensions, i.e., social, economic and 

environment [6,7]. In this paper, we provide an overview of green technologies. The 

challenges faced in advancing and implementing green technologies and current trends that 

lead to sustainability are discussed. This paper also delineates regulatory policies and 

finance-related issues.  

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The ‘Review of Green Technologies’ 

section explores application areas of green technologies. Next, in ‘Challenges faced by 

Green Technologies’ section, we discuss issues faced in advancing and implementing 
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green technologies. Further, the potential benefits of green technologies are delineated in 

‘Opportunities for Green Technology Markets’ section. Finally, the study conclusions, 

author perspectives, and future research directions have been provided in ‘Conclusions’ 

section. 

 

 
Review of Green Technologies 
 
 This section provides an overview of thirteen application areas of green 

technologies where they have been implemented successfully. Systematic and best 

evidence reviews have a methods section. This section enables motivated researches to 

repeat the review. Narrative reviews do not have a methods section but should include 

some information about applied methods at the end of the introduction.  

 

 

Water Treatment 
 Water is an essential element in life. In our world, several regions suffer from water 

contamination and scarcity. Water treatment is the act of removing undesirable 

contaminants from water. Undesirable substances may include biological, chemicals and 

even physical pollutants making it viable to be used in other applications. Water treatment 

is the solution preferred by many developing countries to reduce water stress. This solution 

may be focused on different perspectives depending on applications such as industrial and 

human activity [8]. 

 

Stages of water treatment 

 Today, the most common methods of water treatment include coagulation and 

flocculation, sedimentation, filtration, and disinfection (Figure 1).   

 

 

 
Figure 1. Basic model of water treatment scheme. 
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Coagulation and flocculation in most cases are often the first steps in water 

treatment. During this stage, a chemical with a positive charge is added to the water and 

the negative charge is attached to the dirt. This process detaches foreign proteins from 

water that form large particles called Floc [9]. Those large particles are then removed 

through sedimentation. The filters trap small particles that escape in the filtration stage. 

With current green technologies being implemented in water treatment process, most water 

treatment plants use advanced filtering systems such as Nano filters and membrane filters 

[7,10]. These filters trap minute particles [11].  

The last stage is disinfection. The step removes biological organisms such as 

parasites, bacteria, viruses, and protozoa [9]. In the modern treatment plants, the commonly 

available disinfectants are chlorine and chlorimide. However, this method has proven to 

cause a carcinogenic effect. Thus, Ozonating is a process that is being encompassed by 

many developing countries [7].  

Safe water is required to sustain life. Since clean water cannot be determined by 

physical examination only, chemical tests are done to determine its standard. The essential 

elements must be available and in the right quality [6]. The World Health Organization 

(WHO) and the United States Environmental Protection Agency regulate the quality of the 

water. After treatment, water is not piped to the households and industries, but the 

qualitative tests are done until the water meets the standard required by those bodies. These 

agencies have set regulatory policies that state the number of contaminants that can be 

found in the water of any specific area [12]. Every water treatment system must meet those 

Safe Drinking Water Act standards. 

The WHO is laying out regulatory laws almost every year. In 2005, it was estimated 

that around 94% of the diarrhea cases reported could have been reduced by treating water 

for consumption [7]. The remedy was to use green technologies such as chlorination, safe 

can storage, filtration and solar treatment. Such a sustainability of water has been achieved 

in many countries [1,10,11]. 

 

Sewerage Treatment 
This section portrays technology advancements at present that bring sustainable 

wastewater treatments.  

Wastewater treatment can be termed as the process of removing solids, organics, 

and nutrients from the effluents of households and businesses. The knowledge of the 

sewerage treatment has evolved from early centuries. In the modern society, green 

technologies have been encompassed in this field to help removing physical, biological and 

chemical contaminants from the effluents to make them eco-friendly [11]. Wastewater 

treatment has a significance in that it allows the water from the industries to be treated 

before being discharged back to the environment [8,9]. It is believed that the wastewater 

contains harmful compounds that will not only interfere with the quality of the environment 

but have adverse human health complications [3,5]. While designing a wastewater 

treatment plant, the following factors are put into the consideration [7]: 

 

• remove organic and biodegradable materials  

• extract the part that is solid 

• get rid of pathogenic microbes 
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A systematic modeling of the treatment plant is shown in Figure 2 on next page. 

Wastewater primarily occurs in four stages: screening, primary treatment, secondary 

treatment, and final treatment 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Common steps involved in wastewater treatment 

 

 

Screening is the first stage of wastewater treatment. It removes large solids and 

objects from wastewaters. The primary steps separate the organic part of the waste through 

sedimentation tanks where they sink and settle into the ground. The effluent that leaves the 

main treatment contains high levels of Biochemical Oxygen Demand. Thus, secondary 

treatment proceeds to break down the organic matter using biological processes [6]. 

Wastewater contains a numerous number of nutrients. The final stage reduces the level of 

nutrients before discharging the wastewater into the rivers [5].  

Eutrophication is one of the adverse effects that leads to environmental degradation. 

The growth of plants in the water affects the level of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the 

water causing the death of the aquatic animals [9]. 

The increasing level of environmental awareness has led to various industries and 

homesteads to deploy green technology techniques for reusability of wastewater [9,13]. 

The regulatory rules set by the government and environment conservative bodies force the 

industry to seek technologies that minimize wastewater being produced and ensure 

recycling [3]. 

Green technologies have ensured that the wastewater produced by the industry and 

homesteads can be used in other areas such as irrigation and livestock watering in arid and 

semi-arid areas after the treatment [11]. As manufacturing industries are being designed, 

many have found the importance of creating a recycling plant within the same plant to cut 

on the cost of wastewater management [6,10]. The final water effluent may be reused in 

the manufacturing process. The consensus is that it is easier to treat wastewater than to 

formulate new plans for obtaining fresh water from underground sources [5]. 

The technology advancements such as the use of Microbial Fuel Cells have a 

promising future in sustainable wastewater management [8,13]. Though technology has 

aroused some hitches in the universal application and economic viability of the project, 

further research is ongoing on how to make the technology the part of the future prototypes 

of the sustainable wastewater treatment [4,7,13]. 
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Solid Waste Treatment and Management 
Solid waste is one of the major aspects of sustainability that has been focused in 

the recent past [1,14]. The government-supported solid waste management schemes have 

resulted in the creation of innovative technologies that reduce waste generation [5,15]. 

In accordance with Product Stewardship Bill 2011 of Australia [16], there is an 

urge for every business to maintain responsibility and keep the environment free from 

hazardous waste. These regulations and codes played a pivotal role in economic and social 

development sustainability [1,2]. The waste disposals into the landfills go against 

sustainable development. The guidelines for a sustainable development are designed to 

cover six steps as shown in Figure 3 below, i.e., Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover, 

Incinerate and Landfill [5]. Disposing waste into landfills goes against the principles and 

means that new products will be processed from scratch. The end results are that there will 

be an increase in the demand for fuel, energy and other resources. Also, as the waste breaks 

into these landfills, the production of GHG emissions such as carbon dioxide and methane 

increases [17,18]. The technology used in waste management differ in developing and 

developed countries, rural to urban areas, and residential to industrial zones [8,15]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Solid waste management hierarchy. 

 

 

The old technologies adopted by waste recovery industries saw the waste disposed 

of in the landfill's compost to form fertilizers. However, the latest green innovations have 

led to the development of aerobic digesters such as bioreactors that encompass in-vessel 

treatment of waste [15]. The new advancements in technologies not only does it manage 

waste but act as a source of renewable energy. Other waste management includes 

gasification and plasma synthesis, and zero waste programs [19].  

 

Air Purification 
Air pollution is largely becoming a technical issue. Air pollution is the introduction 

of harmful chemicals and GHGs into the air. They result in human and animal diseases and 
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end results are a damage to the atmosphere [11,17]. Air pollution is believed to be because 

of human struggle to achieve development. The common pollutants are industries and 

transportation devices. Various gasses such as sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, carbon 

monoxide and more toxic gasses are emitted in large amounts. Air pollution has become 

an escalating factor after the GHGs have led the depletion of the Ozone layer [9]. 

Air filtration using green technologies has been encouraged in most industries. 

Most of the companies reduce air pollution by filtering GHGs during the emission process 

[18]. An example of technologies to reduce air pollution includes lead-free fuel and the 

introduction of catalytic converters. The introduction of such green technologies to trucks, 

buses and small vehicles will lead to significant reduction of air pollutants [11].  

In the modern world, more fuel-efficient vehicles and hybrid electric cars have seen 

the reduction of air pollutants. These cars saw the reduction of gasoline intake by 50%. The 

technologies which have largely been implemented in most cities have seen air pollution 

reduction in the urban sector [7,8]. In power plant productions and industrial areas, filters 

in the emission chimneys have reduced gas pollution. Although no current technology has 

been put in place to deal with GHGs such as carbon dioxide, many industries have found a 

way to reuse gasses such as anaerobic bioreactors [20]. 

 

Environmental Remediation 
Environmental remediation is an important focus of the green technologies aimed 

at maintaining sustainability [2,14]. This section focuses on green technologies that aid in 

the treatment of waste, help in the reuse, eliminate or reduce hazardous waste from the 

environment [5]. Environmental remediation knowledge has been evolving since the 20th 

century. Environmental remediation can be termed as the removal of pollutants or other 

contaminants from soil and waters. These pollutants can accumulate in living organisms 

and result to carcinogenic effects and other toxicity. In some cases, remediation actions can 

be because of a regulatory requirement, after assessment of human health and overall 

economic conditions of the environment [3]. 

 

Energy Conservation 
Energy conservation refers to the effective production of energy that meets current 

needs without compromising on future availability [4]. Green technologies have brought a 

motivation to innovate new sources of energy including renewable sources while that 

replace fossil fuels. The energy crisis has never been an issue with green technologies. In 

fact, they have led to the introduction of devices that require minimum energy. In other 

words, energy conservation can be termed as energy efficiency and is a major pillar of 

sustainable development [11].   

Energy conservation will see an increase in economics, financial and social security. 

Improved energy efficiency in homesteads, businesses, and transportation is expected to 

reduce energy demands by 2050s [21]. The green technologies have proven to be useful in 

some countries as it has slowed the rate of import and relying on the energy produced 

domestically. 

 

Renewable Energy 
Energy has become a vital factor in economic growth and social development of 

any country. With rapid power consumption becoming a global challenge, the need to find 

alternative and energy efficient technologies have been put in place. Fossil fuels are used 

as a source of energy for centuries. In definition, fossil fuel is a substance where solar 
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power is obtained, turned into chemical energy and stored in plants and animals who have 

been dead for decades [7]. When plants are acted on to produce energy, they emit GHGs. 

The GHGs result in adverse effects on the environment and future generation [3,17].  

From a research study conducted in Malaysia in 2002 [18], fossil fuels are recorded 

as the primary source of electricity generation as shown in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1.  Emission Factors of Fossil Fuels for Electricity Generation [18]. 

 

 Emission Factor (kg/kWh) 

Fuels Carbon Dioxide Sulphur Dioxide Nitrogen Oxide Carbon Monoxide 

Coal 1.1800 0.019 0.0052 0.0002 

Petroleum 0.8500 0.0164 0.0025 0.0002 

Gas 0.5300 0.0005 0.0009 0.0005 

 

Renewable energy sources (such as hydro, solar, geothermal and biomass) are of 

great significance to economic and environmental sustainability [1,2]. These clean 

technologies can lead to the production of large kWh with less emission of GHGs [11,17]. 

The International Energy Agency confirms that over 50% of electricity energy by 2050 

will come from renewable energy sources [21]. However, a long-term grid is required to 

achieve sustainable renewable energy [22]. 

 

Capture and Storage Technology 
Capture and Storage (CCS) is aimed at reducing GHGs emission. CCS captures 

carbon dioxide from environment and stores it in a viable surface. It follows a 3-step 

process as explained in Figure 4 below. The process involves capturing carbon dioxide 

from power plants, transporting carbon dioxide through pipes and the storage of carbon 

dioxide [23]. CCS technology sees carbon dioxide deposited in oil and gas recovery sites 

or un-mine-able coal sites. 

 

  

 
 

Figure 4. Summary of Carbon Dioxide Capture Technologies [17]. 
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Though CCS technology seems to bring about sustainability, it has only been 

partially integrated on a commercial scale [1,17].  

 

Green Building Practices 
Conventional buildings are the number one contributors of GHGs. However, this 

sector has focused on coming up with green buildings [24,25]. In the wake of climatic 

changes such as global warming, Green Building Practices (GBPs) are receiving global 

acceptance [7,9]. The GBPs are environmentally friendly and more economically reliable. 

Industries have come up with a new technology of building houses that are eco- and nature-

friendly.  

The GBPs is a new technology in both developing and least developed countries. 

The research to determine how GBPs contribute to environmental sustainability is still 

substantial [1,2,11]. However, since they are economically productive, the countries 

especially the least developed countries have embraced the technology as a sustainable 

development [19]. 

Green buildings generally cost 2-7% more than the normal conventional buildings 

regarding the capital. The difference in money can be suggested to arise from modeling 

and designing cost. Green technologies require a sophisticated design which is costly. The 

rise of capital could also be because of green materials and green technologies used in the 

project [24]. Even though green buildings are costly, there are economic productivities that 

result from GBPs. As noted earlier, green technologies are eco-friendly, have more 

property values, are more energy-efficient and above all, they are energy efficient [24]. 

The impact of green buildings on the environment and social life [3,15,24,25] is 

attained by: 

 

• efficient and efficient use of resources such as energy and water 

• minimization of waste, water and reduction in environmental degradation 

• providing occupation to employees, thus improving health and overall 

productivity  

 

Sustainable Transportation 
Sustainable transportation is a transport system that results in a positive impact on 

the environment. With current green technology being utilized in the manufacture of green 

vehicles, there will be less emission of GHGs compared to standard cars, thus leading to a 

sustainable environment [7,11]. Environment Protection Agency defines sustainable 

transport system as [26]: 

 

• a transport system that allows society to quickly fulfill the urge or development 

at the individual level, company or even community level sustaining social-

economic and environmental health 

• a transport system that is efficient and supports the competitive economy and 

may result in economic advancement 

• a sustainable system that reduces GHGs emission by utilizing a renewable 

source of energy and has reduced impact on a waste generation. 

 

The introduction of electric hybrid cars leads to a reduction in carbon dioxide 

emitted during transport. The structure of hybrid cars is an internally designed combustion 
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engine with an electrical engine that helps in achieving sustainable transportation system 

[23].  

 

Clean Industries 
Clean industry is a term referred to industries that minimize environmental 

degradation. Clean industries encompass green technologies in the manufacture of 

products and in the long run activities that result in sustainability [1,2]. The term clean 

industry is used interchangeably with green industry and may also refer to the companies 

that function to solve environmental challenges [3]. 

It’s hard to say the size of the distribution of green technologies worldwide as 

different countries are in a race to see who’s winning the clean energy race [11]. For 

example, a report analyzed by Pew Charitable Trusts demonstrated that China’s $34.6 

billion budget is leading in clean technology followed by United States’ $18.6 billion 

budget [27]. Also, there are policy laws that have contributed to the increase in efficient 

production of clean products. 

 

Hydrogen and Fuel Cells 
Hydrogen is a very rare element in the universe. Hydrogen can be extracted from 

different sources such as coal, crude oil, natural gas, and water. But, water is the only 

source known to be pollution free [6,28]. With modern technologies, internal combustion 

engines in most cars can be modified to run on arrays of fuels including hydrogen fuels. 

Vehicles that use hydrogen cell fuels are three times more efficient than those that burn 

gassed fuels in their engines [13,28,29]. 

The first hydrogen fuel was discovered by William Robert Grove, a Welsh physicist, 

in 1842 [30]. Later, NASA used fuel cells to launch its shuttle into a space mission. 

Hydrogen and Fuel cells have transformed industrial and social fabrics of most countries 

worldwide [13,31]. Today, many people believe that fuel cell technology will have a 

significant impact on a new technological renaissance. These innovations are expected to 

be environmentally friendly and will positively impact economy [31]. William Clay Ford 

Jr. (Executive Chairman, Ford Motor Company) said, “In today’s world, solving 

environmental problems is an investment, not an expense”. The significant features that 

make hydrogen cells more preferred over conventional fuel are that they have no emission, 

and they are quiet and free from vibration [13,28]. 

 

Agricultural Technology 
Conventional agricultural technologies take a toll on the environment. There is the 

emission of GHGs, pollution of waterways and utilization of tangible resources [18]. Clean 

agricultural technologies range from drip irrigation to reduced water usage and from 

machinery farming to natural pesticides. Investment in agricultural sectors is likely to be 

influenced by cost-effectiveness, consumer demands, regulatory mandatory and public 

interest [17,29]. 

The green technologies are being used to improve the efficiency of crop planting 

and harvesting, use of chemicals for managing pests and weeds, making of fertilizers for 

covering water pollution and mitigating soil erosions [11]. Research institutes are 

investigating eco-farming practices for reducing the emission of methane, replenish soil 

carbon made and replace fossil fuels with fuel made from plant biomass [18]. 
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Challenges Faced by Green Technologies 
 

Technologies have impacted our society and its environment in many ways and 

helped in developing more advanced economies such as today’s global economy [31]. 

Green technologies are environment healing technologies. They minimize environmental 

damages brought by technologies created by humans for their conveniences [8]. However, 

green technologies have been facing challenges that make it harder to realize their set goals. 

Such challenges include marketing challenges, economies of scales, financing problems, 

and regulatory and technical challenges [9]. Below we discuss major challenges faced 

today in implementing green technology initiatives, design and manufacture. 

 

Development Challenges 
Green technologies have experienced unreliability and disruption of fuel resource 

supplies. They make it difficult to have a lasting fuel contract as many small renewable 

energy programs lack palm oil plantations and mills [10]. Interconnections between other 

electricity providers and green technologies are not high enough to enable them to access 

energy supplies provided by renewable materials. The use of renewables has been limited 

by the price point. The renewable energy materials are costlier than available fossil fuel 

energy sources. Besides, natural gas availability presents a significant competition to the 

development of green technology advances [29].  

Examining the effects and implications of national policy in making 

recommendations for appropriate technology extension has been a challenge. There are no 

sufficient advancements to examine these implications. This has delayed green technology 

development programs since some of the national policy influences are not well known 

[11]. 

 

Market Challenges 
Expanding the occupation of green technologies in developing countries is most 

disadvantaged by the hurdles encountered during the trade development. There is 

inadequate knowledge about worldwide available environment-friendly technologies and 

the associated services in the market. This insufficient worldwide know-how about green 

technology suppliers slows down the manufacture of nature-friendly green products. Also, 

there are environmental and industrial concerns and views incorporated in devising of 

international policies on environment and trade.  

The complex regulations of entering world’s green technology markets keep out 

small and medium-sized businesses. Additionally, on the supply chain side of marketing a 

new product, it takes the consumers a lot of time to switch from old products to the new 

ones. This process can be challenging and long [10]. The green chemistry products have 

faced resistance and barriers to full acceptance. There is a lack of agreement on products 

to be considered safer for human use [8,11,32]. 

 

Technology Challenges 
The world lacks adequate professionals with skills and knowledge matches green 

technologies and the values it stands for. For instance, in green buildings, professionals do 

not appreciate all components of green buildings. These include ventilation, temperature, 

and lighting control as well as efficient methods of obtaining energy that minimizes 

environmental damages [3,9,24].  
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As green technologies keep advancing, it must keep up with the latest technologies 

to meet demands to outgrow previous ways of handling their businesses. For effective 

communication across multiple countries, green technologies need real-time methods to 

access their data. Advancements in Information and Communication Technologies is a 

challenge that green technologies must continuously innovate for them to thrive and 

achieve their set goals [25]. 

 

Financing Challenges 
Financing renewable energy projects have been a significant challenge. To fund 

renewable energy projects the small renewable energy project developers must have a firm 

financial standing. And they should be financially capable of doing so through equity 

injection rather than depending mostly on commercial loans. The developers lack adequate 

funds to finance their projects hence they start to stagnate. The Government should 

consider giving out a soft loan to sponsor renewable energy projects as national projects.  

In agriculture field, green technologies have encountered challenges of identifying 

suitable technologies for generating income through sustainable agriculture, like rural 

renewable energy and ecological agriculture [9]. 

 

Regulatory Challenges 
Managing global regulatory compliances regarding green technologies are a hurdle 

that slows down the development of green technologies. While massive investments are 

taking place within the US, there are extensive opportunities for renewable energy projects 

in other countries [19]. Getting those countries to comply with green technology 

regulations has proved impossible.  

Organizations driven by green technology projects face challenges of identifying, 

meeting and managing regulations which vary widely from country to country [9]. 

Complex rules and regulations of entry into the green technology global markets make it 

difficult for medium-sized and small enterprises to penetrate the market via green 

technologies [2]. The effectiveness in implementing energy regulations differs 

significantly from one country to another. Some countries lack enforcement of government 

regulations to thrust ahead of green technology initiatives. For example, in Asia, there are 

no regulations on green building creativities. Some countries have green building agenda, 

but not all are supplemented with proper incentives or rules to spur growth [19,24]. 

 

 

Opportunities for Green Technology Markets 
 

Green technologies consist of complicated and expensive but simplest technology 

advancements. They serve basic human needs and can explore new possibilities of 

exploring and improving comfort and leisure in human lives [8]. Green technologies offer 

new and interesting opportunities in the construction and development of extra durable, 

energy efficient materials to provide a reliable energy source [8,11]. New eco-friendly 

products and services can be created aiming at increasing growth rate while using minimum 

resources and causing minimum damage to the environment [3].  

Reducing the number of resources used in developing green products would 

significantly reduce adverse impacts, hence avoiding economic and environmental collapse. 

Green technology market has identified renewable energy, water recycling and treatment 

services, the most substantial factors for export opportunities and growth. Green 
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technologies have a chance to open a competitive, powerful green technology sector in 

developing countries. This can be vital in spreading and extending green technology 

advancements and help minimize damages created by industrial growth [9]. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The understanding of green technology challenges is making related technology 

sustainable and competitive. The green technology innovations solve or minimize 

problems especially in agricultural and manufacture sector.  

We can overcome most of these problems through slowing down green technology 

developments if necessary steps are considered. For instance, the governments should offer 

to fund renewable energy projects when the owner is stuck because of the financial 

constraints. Or the government should put in place targeted financial enticements. They 

may include lowering local government taxes to encourage the import of renewable 

materials for energy and promoting adoption of green buildings in the market [2,24]. 

Moreover, removing fossil fuel subsidies would strengthen economic incentives for green 

technology advances. Educating public and training personnel dealing with green 

technology advances can provide the necessary knowledge required for technologies to 

work efficiently. If humans can manage to overcome challenges encountered by green 

technologies, it can have many beneficial purposes such as waste management, incineration 

through recycling, water and air purification and use of energy conserving devices. They 

will give people the comfort they need to live their lives comfortably.  

From the above details, we can conclude that green technologies are a must in 

today’s world. Since conventional technology is challenging sustainability, green 

technologies should be carried out to ensure sustainability of the eco-social environment. 

Though there are some shortcomings in the implementation of clean technology, but, if we 

see its long-term benefits, we and our future generations will surely benefit [4]. Also, 

technology will help us conserve our limited sources. Thus, the easiest way to maintain 

economic, environmental and social sustainability is education. 
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This paper assesses the performance of the main line fault localization 
methodology (MLFLM) when its application is extended to underground 
medium- and low-voltage broadband over power lines (UN MV and  
UN LV BPL) networks, say UN distribution BPL networks.   
This paper focuses on the localization of main distribution line faults 
across UV MV and UN LV BPL networks. By extending the  
MLFLM procedure, which has successfully been applied to overhead 
medium-voltage (OV MV) BPL networks, the performance assessment of 
MLFLM is investigated with respect to the nature of the main distribution 
line faults, the intensity of the measurement differences and the  
fault location across the main distribution lines of the underground 
distribution power grid (either MV or LV grid). 
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1. Introduction 
 Thanks to the broad coverage of power grids and the low cost deployment of 

broadband over powerlines (BPL) system architecture, broadband over powerlines (BPL) 

networks act as a convenient technology solution in the emerging cooperative 

communications network of Smart Grid [1]. Compared against the other wired and 

wireless communications technologies that already interoperate in the Smart Grid, BPL 

networks can more easily deal with the “last mile” and “last-inch” problems since  

BPL networks are capable of providing broadband communications access to isolated 

places with significant broadband speeds by exploiting the already installed power grid 

infrastructure [2]. Another strong argument of the BPL technology is that its network 

components are already standardized systems by IEEE Std 1901 [3], which defines a 

standard for all BPL devices that are deployed across the transmission, distribution and 

indoor power grids including BPL devices used for various smart grid applications. 

Since the transmission and distribution power grids were not originally intended 

for conveying high frequency signals, several adversarial factors, such as high  

frequency-selective channel attenuation and noise, foment the venture of communications 

signal propagation and transmission by severely deteriorating the quality of the supported 
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smart grid applications [4]-[10]. Apart from the inherent deficiencies of BPL networks, 

whose impact has thoroughly been examined in [4]-[8], [11]-[23],  

measurement differences, faults and instabilities of the power grid further deteriorate the 

broadband performance of BPL networks. 

Until now, significant efforts have been made to counteract measurement 

differences and identify / localize faults and instabilities that may occur across the 

transmission and distribution power grids. Initially, a great convenience towards the 

aforementioned problems has been offered by the combined operation of the  

well-established hybrid method [4]-[8], [11]-[23] with piecewise monotonic data 

approximations (PMAs), such as L1PMA, L2WPMA and L2CXCV [24]-[32].  

Their application to measurement data, such as channel attenuations and reflection 

coefficients, has allowed the restoration of theoretical transfer functions and the reflection 

coefficients, respectively, even if measurement differences of various intensities may 

occur [21], [33]-[36]. On the basis of the mitigation of measurement differences and the 

retrieval of the transfer functions and reflection coefficients for a given BPL topology, 

Topology Identification Methodology (TIM) suggests that the determination of the 

topological characteristics of the examined topology is a straightforward process through 

an identification procedure that compares PMA approximated data with the respective 

ones of a detailed BPL topology database [22], [37]. Another recently proposed smart 

grid application, which is supported by BPL networks and the combined operation of the 

hybrid method with PMAs, is the Fault and Instability Identification Methodology (FIIM) 

that deals with the identification and localization of various faults and instabilities that 

may occur across the transmission and distribution power grids, such as faults in branch 

lines, instabilities in branch interconnections and instabilities in branch terminations [37]. 

However, the only case that cannot be examined by FIIM is the identification and 

localization of main distribution line faults that have been covered by the Main Line Fault 

Localization Methodology (MLFLM) presented in [33], [34], [38].  

Utilities employ either overhead or underground lines for implementing their 

distribution power grids for new urban, suburban and rural installations in accordance 

with different criteria like cost requirements, existing grid topology and urban plan 

constraints [8]. Until now, the previous smart grid applications have mainly applied to 

overhead transmission and distribution BPL networks. The main interest of this paper is 

the application and assessment of MLFLM to UN distribution power grids that are 

supported by BPL networks. In this paper, the pieces of experience concerning the 

identification and localization of main distribution line faults across  

overhead medium-voltage (OV MV) BPL networks is here extended in UN BPL 

networks, namely: (i) The extended TM2 method of [33], which is suitable for 

determining the reflection coefficients during the main distribution line fault cases, is 

here applied. (ii) The application of PMAs, such as L1PMA, that is used in order to 

mitigate the destructive role of measurement differences during the identification / 

localization of main distribution line faults of UN BPL networks is also done [34]. 

Anyway, the identification procedure through the application of the  

main distribution line fault identification percentage metric (MDLFI) is omitted in this 

paper, since a main distribution line fault across UN BPL network is assumed de facto; 

and (iii) all the properties of MLFLM, which have been thoroughly presented in [38], are 

also adopted in this paper. In order to push forward the knowledge frontier of [33], [34], 

[38], the following innovations are made in this paper: (a) the detailed database of 

coupling reflection coefficients and respective MDLFIs of [38] are reconstructed for all 
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the possible UN MV and UN LV BPL topologies. As in OV MV BPL networks of [33], 

[34], [38], the database also takes into account the nature of the main distribution line 

faults; (b) MLFLM procedure is tailored to UN BPL networks. Three new submethods, 

that accompany MLFLM and MDLFIs, are proposed in order to cope with the more 

challenging cases that can arise in UN distribution BPL networks during the localization 

of main distribution line faults; and (c) the MLFLM efficiency is evaluated while 

MLFLM results of UN BPL networks against measurement differences and main 

distribution line faults are compared versus the respective ones of OV MV BPL networks. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec.II, the findings of [33], [34], 

[38], which concern UN BPL networks, PMAs and MDLFI, that are used in this paper 

are briefly outlined. In Sec.III, the required modifications concerning MLFLM 

application are demonstrated. Sec.IV assesses MLFLM efficiency in UN MV and UN LV 

BPL networks when measurement differences and main distribution line faults occur. 

Finally, the results of MLFLM application n UN BPL networks are compared against the 

respective ones of OV MV BPL networks. Sec.V concludes this paper. 
 

 
2. Brief Presentation of UN BPL Networks, PMAs and MDLFI 
2.1 MTL Configurations of UN MV and UN LV Lines 
 As concerns the MTL configuration of the examined UN MV BPL networks of 

this paper, the UN MV distribution line is the three-phase sector-type PILC  

distribution-class cable of Fig. 1(a). The cable arrangement consists of the three-phase 

three-sector-type conductors (nUNMV=3), one shield conductor and one armor conductor. 

To electrostatically and magnetostatically protect the inner conductors, both the shield 

and the armor are grounded at both ends [6], [14], [39]-[43].  

Apart from the aforementioned protection, the analysis in UN MV configurations is 

based on the consideration of the shield conductor as the reference one thus allowing the 

analysis to be focused only on the inner MTL set that consists of the three phases and the 

shield. Details about the exact dimensions of the UN MV MTL configuration of Fig. 1(a) 

are given in [14]. 

 As concerns the MTL properties of the UN LV configuration, the UN LV 

distribution line that is examined is the three-phase four-conductor (nUNLV=3) core-type 

XLPE distribution cable of Fig. 1(b). This cable arrangement consists of the three-phase 

three-core-type conductors, one core-type neutral conductor and one shield conductor.  

As it has already been assumed in the UN MV case, the shield is grounded at both ends 

and considered as the reference conductor permitting the analysis of UN LV 

configuration to be exclusively concentrated on the inner set of the UN LV cable [19], 

[20], [42]-[48]. The exact dimensions of the UN LV MTL configuration, which is used in 

the present work, are given in [14]. 
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Fig. 1.  Typical MTL structures [14], [43]. (a) UN MV. (b) UN LV. 

 

 

The analytical formulation, which is adopted in this paper for the signal 

propagation analysis in UN distribution BPL systems, considers high frequency 

transmission in the general case of UN power lines consisting of multiple conductors 

surrounded by one common shield [6], [7], [19], [20], [42], [47], [49]. 

 

 

2.2 Topologies of UN MV and UN LV BPL Networks 
 The typical UN BPL topology of Fig. 2, being bounded by transmitting and 

receiving end and having N branches, is considered for the examined  

UN BPL connections of this paper. With reference to Fig. 2, average path lengths of the 

order of 200m are considered in UN MV and UN LV topologies [6], [7], [11], [12].  

In fact, the definition of a maximum path length in UN BPL networks prevents high 

channel attenuations that may eliminate the broadband potential of BPL networks. 

Depending on the number of branches and their allocation across the transmission path, 

five indicative UN BPL topologies are defined that act as representative topologies of the 

respective UN BPL classes, namely [14]: 

(i) A typical underground urban topology (urban case A) with N=3 branches  

(L1=70m, L2=55m, L3=45m, L4=30m, Lb1=12m, Lb2=7m, Lb3=21m).  

(ii) An aggravated underground urban topology (urban case B) with N=5 branches  

(L1=40m, L2=10m, L3=20m, L4=40m, L5=60m, L6=30m, Lb1=22m, Lb2=12m,  

Lb3=8m, Lb4=2m, Lb5=17m).  

(iii) A typical underground suburban topology (suburban case) with N=2 branches  

(L1=50m, L2=100m, L3=50m, Lb1=60m, Lb2=30m).  

(iv) A typical underground rural topology (rural case) with only N=1 branch  

(L1=50m, L2=150m, Lb1=100m).  
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Fig. 2.  Typical UN BPL topology with N branches. 

 

 

(v) The underground “LOS” transmission (“LOS” case) along the same end-to-end 

distance L = L1 + ··· + LN+1 = 200m when no branches are encountered. 

Here, it should be noted that the aforementioned five indicative UN BPL topologies 

remain common either in UN MV or in UN LV BPL connections.  

Apart from the topological properties of UN BPL connections, the circuital parameters 

need to be detailed. In accordance with [4], [5]-[7], [14], [16], [18], [19], [39], [44], [45], 

[47], [48], [50]-[52], the branching cables are assumed identical to the main distribution 

cables and the interconnections between the main distribution and branch conductors are 

fully connected. Also, the transmitting and the receiving ends are assumed matched to the 

characteristic impedance of the modal channels whereas the branch terminations are 

assumed open circuit. 

 Since the MTL configuration and the topological characteristics of  

UN BPL networks are already known, the well-established hybrid method that consists of: 

(i) a bottom-up approach that is based on the MTL theory and eigenvalue decomposition 

(EVD); and (ii) a top-down approach that is denoted as TM2 method and is based on the 

concatenation of multidimensional chain scattering matrices; is applied in order to 

determine the coupling channel attenuation and coupling reflection coefficients of UN 

BPL channels. More specifically, to cope with the main distribution line faults,  

the extended TM2 method has been proposed in [33] and tested in [34], [38].  

Extended TM2 method is the required extension of the well-verified original  

TM2 method [4]-[8], [11]-[20], [47], [53], [54] since original TM2 method only deals 

with the transmission properties of BPL networks during their normal operation and not 

at the fault cases. While extended TM2 method receives the same inputs with original 

TM2 method, it gives as output the coupling reflection coefficients of an  

UN BPL network at its transmitting end when a main distribution line fault occurs across 

its transmission path.  

 

 

2.3 Main Distribution Line Faults and Measurement Differences 
 Similarly to OV MV grids of [33], [34], [38], critical problematic conditions, such 

as the main distribution line faults, can occur across the UN distribution power grids 

having as primary result the electric power distribution blackout to consumers and as 

secondary result the interruption of smart grid broadband services that are based on the 

BPL networking. In accordance with [38], since a main distribution line fault occurs at a 

specific distance from the transmitting end, the original UN BPL topology is then divided 

into two new modified UN BPL topologies with each path length being equal or shorter 
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than 200m but the path length sum being equal to 200m. These two modified  

UN BPL topologies maintain as the only common point between them the point of the 

main distribution line fault. In order to study the propagation and transmission behavior 

of the modified UN BPL topologies, the main distribution line fault point is treated as a 

termination load that behaves as either short- or open-circuit termination depending on 

the fault nature. Here, it should be noticed that the original UN BPL topologies are 

characterized by terminal loads that are matched to the characteristic impedances of the 

modes examined. As proven in [38], the localization of main distribution line faults by 

using MLFLM becomes more effective when both modified UN BPL topologies are 

examined. Therefore, pairs of complementary modified UN BPL topologies to the 

original one are used whose topological characteristics primarily depend on the location 

of the main distribution line fault and the fault nature. 

 As presented in [34], [38], the identification and localization of main distribution 

line faults remain an easy and straightforward task only in the cases of zero measurement 

differences. However, this case remains rather a theoretical and special situation since 

measurement differences of various intensities occur that vary from time to time and 

location to location even across the same UN BPL topology. 

 Apart from the main distribution line faults, the existence of measurement 

differences may jeopardize the fault localization of MLFLM as indicated in [38].  

In accordance with [22], the causes of the presented measurement differences can be 

grouped into six categories, namely: (i) Isolation difficulties of specific MTL parameters 

in time- and frequency-domain; (ii) Low accuracy and sensitivity of the used equipment 

during measurements; (iii) Cross-talk and resonant phenomena due to the parasitic 

capacitances and inductances of lines; (iv) The weakness of including specific wiring and 

grounding practices; (v) Practical impedance deviations of lines, branches, terminations 

and transmitting/receiving ends; and (vi) The isolation lack of the noise effect during the 

transfer function computations.  

The strong point of MLFLM towards the mitigation of measurement differences 

is the adoption of PMAs during the process of measurement data of channel attenuation 

and coupling reflection coefficient in BPL networks [21]-[23], [33]-[38].  

The application of PMAs, such as L1PMA [24]-[30], L2WPMA [31] and L2CXCV [32], 

drastically improve the fault localization efficiency even in the case of significant 

measurement differences. When MLFLM is going to be applied, MLFLM receives as 

inputs for its PMA module the coupling reflection coefficient data of UN distribution 

BPL topologies, the measurement frequencies and the number of monotonic sections 

while MLFLM gives as output the main distribution line fault identification percentage 

metric (MDLFI) with respect to the distance from the transmitting end for the 

complimentary modified UN BPL topologies. In fact, MDLFI is a  

MLFLM accompanying performance metric, has been proposed in [23], [34], [37], [38] 

and is suitable for the identification and localization of main distribution line faults across 

BPL networks. On the basis of MDLFI minima, the localization of main distribution line 

faults is going to be accomplished in UN BPL networks.  

 

 

2.4 MDLFI, MLFLM Database and Localization Procedure 
According to the results of [33], [38], the main distribution line fault localization 

efficiency of MLFLM depends on the magnitude of the measurement differences and the 

complexity of the examined BPL topology. In fact, one main advantage of MLFLM is the 
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application of MDLFI metric to each pair of the available modified BPL topologies of 

MLFLM database bypassing the inherent drawback of MDLFI that is the  

MDLFI selective behavior with respect to the fault distance from the transmitting end 

(for more details see [33]).  

Using both the available two coupling reflection coefficient measurement sites, 

which are the transmitting and receiving ends of the examined original UN BPL topology, 

to define the respective modified UN BPL topologies, the simultaneous minimization of 

the two MDLFIs (say, MDLFI1 and MDLFI2) leads to the exact localization of the main 

distribution line fault. Similarly to MDLFI of [38],  

MDLFIk, k=1…2 of the respective two modified UN BPL topologies are given by 
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, 
WtG

theor,kΓ , k=1…2 are the PMA approximated theoretical UN BPL coupling reflection 

coefficient column vectors of the respective two modified UN BPL topologies,  

WtG

meas,kΓ , k=1…2 are the PMA approximated measured UN BPL reflection coefficient 

column vectors of the respective two modified UN BPL topologies, if , i=1,…,30 are the 

measurement frequencies and ksect is the number of monotonic sections considered in this 

paper, which ranges from 1 to 20. 

 As detailed in [38], PMA approximated theoretical UN BPL coupling reflection 

coefficient column vectors are computed for all the available modified UN BPL 

topologies when the original UN BPL topology is known. In order to implement the 

MLFLM database that consists of all these pairs of modified UN BPL topologies as well 

as their coupling reflection coefficients, the first step is the consideration of the length 

spacing Ls of main distribution line faults. Since the average transmission length is equal 

to 200m and the length spacing Ls that defines the database accuracy is assumed equal to 

10m in this paper, there are 211
10m

m200









 pairs of modified UN BPL topologies for 

given original UN BPL topology. Except for the database properties regarding the 

number of the considered UN BPL topologies, a set of database specifications is here 

given [22], [38]:  

• ksect,min is the lower monotonic section bound, which is assumed to be equal to 1 

in this paper, and ksect,max is the upper monotonic section bound, which is assumed 

to be equal to 20 in this paper.  

• The operation frequency range and the flat fading subchannel frequency spacing 

are assumed equal to 1-30MHz and 1MHz, respectively.  

Therefore, the number of subchannels u in the examined frequency range is equal 

to 30. 
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• Arbitrarily, the WtG3 coupling scheme is applied during the following 

simulations [6], [18], [55]-[58].  

• For each UN BPL topology that is considered in the database, the two cases of 

termination loads that are short- and open-circuit terminations are considered. 

Based on the measured coupling reflection coefficients of the modified OV MV 

BPL topologies, the theoretical coupling reflection coefficients of all the available 

modified OV MV BPL topologies of the MLFLM database and MDLFIs of the set of the 

respective modified OV MV BPL topologies, MLFLM has achieved to exactly localize 

the main distribution line faults across original OV MV BPL topologies [33], [34], [38]. 

Here, MLFLM is applied to UN MV and UN LV BPL networks by exploiting the 

validated strong points concerning the handling of MDLFIs; say, the double coupling 

reflection coefficient measurement sets (i.e., the first set from the transmitting end side 

and the other one from the receiving end side of the original UN BPL topology) of the 

MLFLM database and the simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs. Since each set of 

coupling reflection coefficients accompanies the topological characteristics of the 

respective set of modified UN BPL topologies in the database, the exact location of the 

main distribution line fault across the original UN BPL topology is a straightforward 

process. Visually, the exact location of the main distribution line fault is found by 

studying the graphical representation of MDLFIs versus the distance from the 

transmitting end and spotting the location where MDLFIs simultaneously present their 

minimum value. 

 

 

3. Numerical Results and Discussion 
 The five original UN BPL topologies of Sec. 2.2, which remain common for both 

UN MV and UN LV cases, are simulated with the purpose of evaluating the MLFLM 

performance when main distribution line faults occur and require to be localized across 

UN distribution power grids. A number of factors such as the type of distribution power 

grid (say, either UN MV or UN LV), the complicity of the original UN BPL topology, 

the nature of the terminal load and the location of main distribution line fault are 

examined. Similarly to [38], the combined impact of measurement differences and main 

distribution line faults is examined. In order to study this combined result, the following 

conditions concerning the measurement differences and main distribution line faults are 

considered, namely: 

• The measurement differences that occur during the determination of coupling 

reflection coefficients in UN MV and UN LV topologies are described by 

continuous uniform distributions (CUDs) with maximum CUD value αMD.  

In accordance with [38], three different measurement difference CUDs are taken 

into account: 

o CUD with aMD=0 (no measurement differences are assumed while this 

CUD case is denoted as CUD case A);  

o CUD with aMD=0.1 (denoted as CUD case B); and  

o CUD with aMD=0.2 (denoted as CUD case C). 

• To study the impact of main distribution line faults on the MLFLM performance, 

three representative fault locations are given: 

o Fault located at 20m from the transmitting end (denoted as Fault case A); 
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o Fault located at 90m from the transmitting end (denoted as Fault case B); 

and 

o Fault located at 190m from the transmitting end (denoted as Fault case C). 

Prior to assess the MLFLM performance, it is assumed that the existence of a 

main distribution line fault across the UN distribution power grid has been already 

identified but not localized. 

 

 

3.1 The Impact of the Maximum CUD Value of Measurement Differences on the 
Fault Localization by Applying MLFLM  
 As indicated in [38], the successful application of MLFLM is achieved by 

spotting the simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs across the transmission path.  

The location of the previous simultaneous minimization defines the main distribution line 

fault location. Although MLFLM is very accurate when no measurement differences are 

considered, MLFLM satisfactorily localizes main distribution line faults even if 

measurement differences of various CUD magnitudes are assumed. MLFLM 

performance of fault localization in UN MV and UN LV BPL networks is investigated in 

this subsection. 

In Fig. 3(a), MDLFIs of the urban UN MV BPL topology of case A are plotted 

versus the distance from the transmitting end when the terminal load is assumed to be 

short-circuit during the main distribution line fault case A for CUD case A, B and C. In 

Fig. 3b, same plots are drawn with Fig. 3(a) but for the case of an open-circuit terminal 

load. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), same plots with the respective Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are given 

but for the case of the urban UN LV BPL topology of case A. 

 It is obvious that the localization of main distribution line faults across UN 

distribution BPL networks becomes easier when measurement differences remain low. 

From Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 4(a) and 4(b), it is verified that the fault localization performance 

remains high even if decent measurement differences occur (i.e., measurement 

differences with maximum CUD magnitude up to 0.2). Hence, MLFLM performance 

towards the localization of main distribution line faults presents relative immunity against 

the factors that affect the accuracy of measurement equipment.  

 As presented in [38], MDLFIs of UN distribution BPL networks present similar 

behavior with the respective one of MDLFIs of OV BPL networks. When measurement 

differences are negligible, both MDLFIs achieve their minimum values that are equal to 0. 

As the measurement differences increase so do MDLFIs but their values at the position of 

the main distribution line fault remain the lowest in comparison with the other  

MDLFI values for given maximum CUD magnitude. Here, it should be noted that 

significant measurement differences can deteriorate MLFLM performance since the 

localization of the main distribution line faults in these cases may affect the simultaneous 

minimization of MDLFIs. 

 According to [6], [11], [12], [16], by comparing channel attenuations of UN 

distribution BPL channels, it is evident that the channel attenuation of UN MV BPL 

channels is significantly higher than the one of UN LV BPL channels. This channel 

attenuation difference is primarily due to the insulation characteristics of the considered 

UN MV cables –i.e., paper-insulated lead covered (PILC) distribution cables–.  

Apart from the channel attenuation, coupling reflection coefficients and the respective  
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Figure 3. MDLFIs of the urban UN MV BPL topology versus the fault location from the 
transmitting end for various CUD magnitudes when fault case A is applied (fault location at 20m). 
(a) Short-circuit terminal load (b) Open-circuit terminal load. 
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Figure 4. Same curves with Figure 3 but for the case of the urban UN LV BPL topology. 

 

 

MDLFIs are also affected by the insulation characteristics of the considered UN MV BPL 

cables; MDLFIs of UN LV BPL topologies present lower values than the respective ones 

of UN MV BPL topologies. Since coupling reflection coefficients of UN MV BPL 

channels are low enough, the measurement differences that are superimposed to the 

coupling reflection coefficients have strong effect to the overall coupling reflection 

coefficients. Hence, measurement differences become less critical during the localization 
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of main distribution line faults in UN LV BPL topologies and, for that reason, MDLFIs 

of UN LV BPL topologies achieve better simultaneous MDLFI minimizations for 

different intensities of measurement differences –compare MDLFI1 and MDLFI2 curves 

of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) with the respective ones of 4(a) and 4(b)–.  

 Regardless of the type of the examined UN distribution power grid, the minima of 

MDLFIs define the location of the main distribution line fault through their simultaneous 

appearance. It is clear that the simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs at the location of 

the main distribution line faults is secured when the measurement differences remain low. 

Divergences may occur only in the cases of measurement differences that are 

characterized by high intensities –see MDLFI2 of Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) when maximum 

CUD magnitude is equal to 0.2–. In these cases, the location of the main distribution line 

fault can be fulfilled by using two newly proposed submethods that cooperatively act 

with MLFLM: 

• MDLFI area method. In accordance with this method, the main distribution line 

fault lies in the area that is bounded by the two minima of MDLFIs. Example of 

the MDLFI area case is given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for maximum CUD 

magnitudes exceeding 0.1 where MDLFI1 gives the exact location of the  

main distribution line fault (left bound of the MDLFI area) while minimum of 

MLDFI2 offers the right bound of the MLDFI area.  

• MDLFI sum minimization. The general form of the MDLFI curves may reveal the 

fault location. In these cases, the minimum of the sum of MDLFI1 and MDLFI2 

indicates the location of the main distribution line fault. 

Also, a rule of thumb that is suitable for the localization of the main distribution line 

faults when significant differences between MDLFI1 and MDLFI2 occur is given in  

Sec. 3.3 and is based on the MDLFI that is closer to the main distribution line fault. 

 Finally, the nature of the main distribution line fault, as reflected on the terminal 

load, slightly affects the MLFLM performance. In fact, the main distribution line faults 

across UN distribution BPL networks can be either short- or open-circuit terminal load 

depending on the fault nature. Since MLFLM performance remains almost immune with 

respect to the nature of the terminal load, this event indicates that the topological 

properties of the examined UN distribution BPL topology and the maximum CUD 

magnitude of measurement differences remain the most important factor concerning 

MLFLM performance. For that reason, the impact of the topological complexity of  

UN distribution BPL topologies on MLFLM performance is first examined in the 

following subsection. Also, since no significant MLFLM performance deviations are 

presented for different terminal loads, only one case (say, the case of short-circuit 

terminal load) is considered in the rest of this paper. Anyway, this is a typical procedure 

during the examination of MLFLM for the sake of the manuscript size reduction [33], 

[34], [38]. 

 

 

3.2 The Impact of the Main Distribution Line Fault Location on MLFLM 
Performance 
 Although each MDLFI presents strong dependence on the fault location [33],  

their combined operation under the aegis of MLFLM offers protection against the 

localization selectivity. Since each MDLFI offers safer results when the fault location lies 

near to its measurement site, the application of MDLFIs at the transmitting and receiving 
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ends of the original UN distribution BPL topologies allows the cross check of the fault 

location as presented in Sec. 3.1 through the simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs.  

 Until now, only the fault case A has been examined where the main distribution 

line fault lies at 20m from the transmitting end. In accordance with the previous MDLFI 

property description, it is expected that MDLFI1 gives a more accurate localization 

through its minimization in comparison with the respective one of MDLFI2 because the 

main distribution line fault lies near to MDLFI1 measurement point that is the 

transmitting end of the original UN distribution BPL topology. This event is valid either 

for the UN MV or for the UN LV BPL topologies.  

In this subsection, the behavior of MDLFIs and consequently MLFLM is 

investigated for different location of main distribution line faults. In order to assess the 

performance of MDLFIs and MLFLM, Fault case B and C are applied where the fault 

location lies at 90m and 190m from the transmitting end, respectively.  

Indeed, in Fig. 5(a), MDLFIs are plotted versus the distance from the transmitting end 

when the terminal load is assumed to be short-circuit during the main distribution line 

fault for all the CUD cases examined so far (i.e., CUD case A, B and C). Note that the 

original urban MV BPL topology of Sec 2.2 and the Fault case B are assumed.  

In Fig. 5(b), same plots with Fig. 5(a) are drawn but for the case of the original UN LV 

BPL topology of Sec. 2.2. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), same curves with the respective  

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are given but for the Fault case C. 

 In all the cases, which have been examined in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 5(a), 5(b), 6(a) and 

6(b), MLFLM achieves to localize the main distribution line fault through the 

simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs regardless of the fault location. Actually, when 

main distribution line fault lies near to the transmitting end, MDLFI1 more easily 

identifies the fault location in comparison with MDFLI2 –see Fault case A of Figs. 3(a) 

and 3(b)–. Conversely, when main distribution line fault lies near to the receiving end of 

the original UN distribution BPL topology MDLFI2 more easily copes with this case due 

to the aforementioned inherent MDLFI property of the fault distance selectivity  

–see Fault case C of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)–. Finally, if main distribution line faults lie near 

to the middle of the original UN distribution BPL topology then the combined operation 

of MDLFIs is required –see Fault case B of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)–. Also, MLFLM 

performance remains approximately the same either for UN MV BPL topologies or  

UN LV BPL ones.  

 During the localization of main distribution line faults, MDLFIs can be treated as 

filters of different types. When main distribution line faults lie near to the transmitting or 

receiving end, MDLFI1 resembles to a low pass or high pass filter, respectively. When 

main distribution line faults occur near to the middle of the examined UN distribution 

BPL topology, both MDLFIs can be considered as bandpass filters. This observation is 

very useful when intense measurement differences occur since then the localization of 

main distribution line faults comes from the matching of the pass regions of MDLFIs.  

In fact, this matching of the two MDLFI pass areas allows the determination of a region 

where the main distribution line faults lie and defines the general concept of the 

aforementioned MDLFI area method. Therefore, it is evident that the localization of main 

distribution line faults that lie near to the middle of UN distribution BPL networks 

remains the most difficult case of fault localization.  

 Apart from the fault location, MDLFI performance should be examined when 

different UN distribution BPL topologies are applied. Similarly to the OV MV BPL  
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Figure 5. MDLFIs of the urban UN distribution BPL topologies versus the fault location from the 
transmitting end for various CUD cases when Fault case B occurs (the terminal load is assumed 
to be a short-circuit termination load and the fault location is at 90m). (a) MV. (b) LV. 
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Figure 6. Same curves with Figure 5 but for the Fault case C (the fault location is at 190m). 
 

 

topologies [33], [34], [38], the topological complexity of UN distribution BPL topologies 

concerning their number and their length of branches affects either the measured coupling 

reflection coefficients or the form of MDLFIs or the minima of MDLFIs.  
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3.3 The Impact of the Original UN Distribution BPL Topologies on MLFLM 
Performance 
 In this subsection, MLFLM performance is assessed for the other four indicative 

original UN distribution BPL topologies described in Sec. 2.2 –say, urban case B, 

suburban case, rural case and “LOS” case–. 

 Indeed, in Fig. 7(a), MDLFIs are plotted versus the distance from the transmitting 

end of the original UN MV BPL topology of urban case B when the terminal load is 

assumed to be short-circuit. Note here that the Fault case A is assumed and all the 

available CUD cases are considered. In Fig. 7(b), same curves with Fig. 7(a) are given 

but for the case of the original UN LV BPL topology of urban case B. In Figs. 8, 9 and 10, 

same plots are drawn with Fig. 7 but for the suburban, rural and “LOS” cases, 

respectively.  

 From Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 7(a), 7(b), 8(a), 8(b), 9(a), 9(b), 10(a) and 10(b),  

the following conclusions regarding the MLFLM performance can be deduced: 

• When CUD magnitude of measurement differences is equal to zero the exact 

localization of main distribution line faults occurs regardless of the type of  

UN distribution BPL network (i.e., MV or LV) and the examined BPL topology. 

In all the cases examined, there is a simultaneous minimization of MDFLIs at the 

fault position.  

• When the CUD magnitude of measurement differences increases, MDLFIs start to 

take values greater than zero at the fault location. MDLFI1 acts as the primary 

MDLFI metric while MDLFI2 acts as the secondary one whether the examined 

main distribution line fault lies near to the transmitting end. It is clear from the 

previous figures that MDFLI1 minima always define the exact location of the 

main distribution line fault, which is located at 20m from the transmitting end 

regardless of the examined UN distribution BPL topology. MDLFI2 presents its 

curve minima at 20m in the majority of the cases examined. 

• When measurement differences occur, MLFLM more easily localizes the 

occurred main distribution line faults in UN LV BPL networks than in UN MV 

BPL networks. As already been mentioned, measurement differences significantly 

affect coupling reflection coefficients of UN MV BPL topologies since their 

values have already been affected by the intense intrinsic characteristics of  

UN MV MTL configurations.  

• When the examined BPL topologies are characterized by relative topological 

complexity (i.e., high number of branches of short branch lengths),  

the localization of the main distribution line faults more easily occurs.  

Since the terminations of the short branches critically influence the coupling 

reflection coefficients across the transmission path in accordance with the 

transmission theory [11], [16], the measurement differences can be easily detected 

due to their superimposition to an already existing coupling reflection coefficient 

pattern.  

• Conversely, in BPL topologies that are characterized by low number of  

short branches, such as rural and “LOS” topologies of the UN distribution BPL 

topologies, the superimposed measurement differences drastically deteriorate the 

performance of MLFLM. In fact, when measurement differences start to present  
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Figure 7. MDLFIs of the original UN BPL topology of urban case B versus the fault location from 
the transmitting end for various CUD cases when Fault case A occurs (the terminal load is 
assumed to be a short-circuit termination load). (a) MV. (b) LV. 
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Figure 8. Same curves with Figure 7 but for the suburban case. 
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Figure 9. Same curves with Figure 7 but for the rural case. 
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Figure 10. Same curves with Figure 7 but for the “LOS” case. 
 

 

high CUD magnitudes, MDLFI of the measurement site that is the most distant to 

the main distribution line fault starts to present deviations. These deviations  

depend on the CUD magnitude and the type of distribution power grid. However, 

MDLFI that is the closest to the main distribution line fault steadily localizes the 

main distribution line fault through its minimization regardless of the maximum 

CUD value. Actually, the worst case scenario is given in Figs. 9(a) and 10(a) 
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where it is clear that MDLFI2 of the rural and “LOS” topologies of UN MV grid 

fails to localize the main distribution line fault when maximum CUD value 

exceeds 0.1. The main distribution line fault can be localized by neither MDLFI 

area method nor MDLFI sum minimization. Therefore, in the cases of rural and 

“LOS” topologies of high channel attenuations, MLFLM is based on the MDLFI 

that presents a notch-type minimization (single MDLFI minimization case).  

Note here that the last proposed submethod includes only the case of UN MV grid 

when intense measurement differences occur. Synoptically, the localization of 

main distribution line faults through the simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs is 

safe in rural and “LOS” BPL topologies of UN distribution power grids when:  

(i) low maximum CUD values occur regardless of the UN distribution power grid 

type; and (ii) MLFLM is applied to UN LV grid.  

 

 

3.4 MLFLM Performance in OV and UN Distribution Power Grids  
 Comparing findings of this paper that concern the MLFLM performance in  

UN distribution power grids with the respective ones of [38] that concern  

the MLFLM performance in OV distribution power grids, several similarities but also 

differences can be outlined during the application of MLFLM, namely: 

• In all the cases examined where the measurement differences have been neglected, 

MLFLM have successfully localized main distribution line faults by the 

simultaneous minimization of MDLFI1 and MDLFI2 regardless of the distribution 

power grid. In fact, both MDLFIs receive zero value at the location of the main 

distribution line fault.  

• Regardless of the location of a main distribution line fault, MLFLM can localize 

the faults through the simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs. Even if the main 

distribution line fault is located at the middle of the original BPL topology and 

measurement differences are considered, the minimization of MDFLIs occurs at 

this position in a band pass filter way. The simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs 

defines the normal operation of MLFLM that deals with the main distribution line 

faults in the majority of the BPL topologies in OV and UN distribution power 

grids.  

• As measurement differences increase so do the minima of MDLFIs at the location 

of the main distribution line fault. The values of minima differ from zero. 

• In the cases of intense measurement differences, MDLFIs may not present 

simultaneous minimization at the location of the main distribution line fault.  

In these cases, the general form of MDLFIs entails the location of the main 

distribution line fault. Anyway, the MDLFI that is closer to the main distribution 

line fault present a notch type minimization and MLFLM decision is based on this 

regardless of the intensity of the occurred measurement differences  

(single MDLFI minimization case). Note that both MDLFIs present notch type 

minimization regardless of the intensity of the occurred measurement differences 

when the main distribution line fault is located near to the middle of the 

transmission path of the examined BPL topology. 

• Even if measurement differences occur, the localization of the main distribution 

line faults remains safer in the cases of aggravated BPL topologies, such as urban 

and suburban topologies, due to the inherent intense changes of coupling 
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reflection coefficients. Actually, MDLFIs of these cases present notch type 

minimization at the location of the main distribution line faults and this is 

explained by the operation of PMAs. 

• The localization of main distribution line faults in rural and “LOS” cases becomes 

a challenging issue for MLFLM especially when significant measurement 

differences occur and the channel attenuation of the examined BPL topologies is 

high.  

o OV MV and UN LV BPL topologies are treated by MLFLM in the same 

way since their channel attenuation remains low. If measurement 

differences are low, the localization of the main distribution line faults 

comes from the simultaneous minimization of MDLFIs. If measurement 

differences become high, the localization of the main distribution line fault 

is based on either the MDLFI area method or the MDFLI sum 

minimization. 

o Due to the UN MV MTL configuration considered in this paper, UN MV 

BPL topologies present significant higher channel attenuations in 

comparison with the respective ones of OV MV and UN LV BPL 

topologies. The absence of a rich multipath environment has as a result the 

performance deterioration of MLFLM when a main distribution line fault 

needs to be localized. Therefore, in rural and “LOS” topologies,  

when measurement differences remain low, the localization of the main 

distribution line faults comes from the simultaneous minimization of 

MDLFIs. If measurement differences are intense and the main distribution 

line fault lies near to either the transmitting end or the receiving end,  

the single MDLFI minimization is adopted. If measurement differences 

are intense but the main distribution line fault lies near to the middle of the 

examined topology, either the MDLFI area method or the  

MDFLI sum minimization can be adopted.  

In accordance with [33], [34], [38], these three papers have achieved to cover the 

identification and localization methodology of main distribution line faults through the 

proposal and application of MLFLM methodology in OV distribution BPL networks.  

In this paper, MLFLM methodology has been extended by incorporating three 

submethods in order to cope with the localization problem of main distribution line faults 

in UN distribution BPL networks. A complete methodology of identifying and localizing 

possible faults and instabilities across distribution power grids is now available. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 In this paper, which extends the application of MLFLM from OV MV BPL 

networks to UN distribution BPL networks, the detailed presentation and  

the performance assessment of MLFLM have been demonstrated. Given the existence of 

a random main distribution line fault, MLFLM has successfully localized its location 

across the transmission path of various UN MV and UN LV BPL topologies despite the 

imposed performance deterioration that is added by the measurement differences. 

 In accordance with [38], this paper has briefly outlined the required steps to 

create MLFLM database, define MDLFIs and apply MDLFIs to MLFLM database in 

order to localize the main distribution line faults. After the theoretical presentation of 

MFLFM, a number of case scenarios has been reported so that MLFLM performance is 
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evaluated. During these case scenarios, the impact of some critical parameters, such as 

the type of UN distribution power grid (i.e., UN MV and UN LV power grid),  

the intensity of measurement differences, the location of the main distribution line fault 

and the nature of the main distribution line fault (i.e., short- or open- circuit terminal 

load), on the MLFLM performance has been assessed indicating the localization 

accuracy of MLFLM in the vast majority of the cases examined.  

 Synopsizing the results, MLFLM can very accurately localize main distribution 

line faults regardless of their location across the transmission path of UN distribution 

BPL topologies due to the combined used of MDLFIs. In addition, as it is obvious, 

MLFLM performance mainly depends on the intensity of the occurred measurement 

differences allowing the accurate localization of measurement differences even if 

maximum CUD magnitudes reach up to 0.2. Also, MLFLM can more easily localize 

main distribution line faults in more complex UN distribution BPL topologies  

(i.e., urban, aggravated urban and suburban BPL topologies) rather in less complex ones 

(i.e., rural and “LOS” BPL topologies). This is due to the fact that MLFLM accuracy is 

based on the pattern recognition of coupling reflection coefficients since MDLFIs are 

related with PMAs. Furthermore, MLFLM performance depends on the type of the  

UN distribution power grid since it remains higher in the cases of low overall channel 

attenuation (such as UN LV BPL topologies and the majority of UN MV BPL 

topologies).  

 Although MLFLM can very accurately localize main distribution line faults in the 

vast majority of the cases examined during its normal operation (i.e., simultaneous 

minimization of MDLFIs), three new submethods, which accompanies MLFLM, have 

been proposed in order to cope with some special cases where MLFLM presents 

deviations. More specifically, the first two submethods, which are the MDLFI area 

method and the MDLFI sum minimization, have been proposed in order to localize main 

distribution line faults when measurement differences are equal or greater than 0.2.  

The third submethod, that is the single MDLFI minimization and is treated as the last-

resort method, has been proposed in order to localize main distribution line faults when 

the following extreme conditions coexist: (i) UN distribution BPL topologies of high 

channel attenuation and low topological complexity (e.g., rural and “LOS” UN MV BPL 

topologies); (ii) measurement differences with maximum CUD magnitudes that are equal 

or greater than 0.1; and (iii) main distribution line faults that lie near to the transmitting 

or receiving end of the original BPL topology.  

 A complete methodology of localizing main distribution line faults in OV and 

UN distribution BPL networks has been proposed. The already accurate MLFLM has 

been enriched with three additional submethods in order to localize main distribution line 

faults in the most challenging cases of distribution power grids. 
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This paper assesses the broadband performance of overhead (OV) and 
underground (UN) low-voltage (LV) and medium-voltage (MV) 
broadband over power lines (BPL) networks when the new refined 
Coupling Scheme module (CS2 module) is adopted. The broadband 
performance of distribution BPL networks is assessed in terms of their 
Average Channel Gain (ACG), Root-Mean-Square Delay-Spread  
(RMS-DS), Coherence Bandwidth (CB) and Spectral Efficiency (SE). 
Also, corresponding regression approximations (i.e., UN1, UN2 and  
UN3 approaches) are given in the examined BPL frequency range.  
The aforementioned broadband performance metrics of the application of 
CS2 module are compared against the relative ones of the vintage  
CS1 module and of MIMO channels. The analysis and relevant 
numerical results outline: (i) the important improvement of the 
aforementioned performance metrics and regression approximations 
when CS2 module is applied in distribution BPL networks instead of CS1 
module; and (ii) the universal role of UN1, UN2 and UN3 approaches for 
describing coupling scheme channels and MIMO ones. 
 
 
 

Keywords: Broadband over Power Lines (BPL); Power Line Communications (PLC);  
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1. Introduction 
 The evolution of the traditional distribution power grids –i.e., overhead (OV) and 

underground (UN) low-voltage (LV) and medium-voltage (MV)– to a unified smart grid 

can become the key to delivering broadband last-mile access and simultaneously to 

developing of an advanced IP-based power system [1]-[7]. Actually, the smart grid is a 

systems epitome that embodies the interoperability of several communications 

technologies [8], [9]. Among the candidate communications solutions, broadband over 

power lines networks (BPL) networks attract the decision-makers’ interest due to their 

techno-economic advantage of not requiring further investments concerning their 

network cabling since the infrastructure of distribution power grids acts as the required 

network communication backbone [10]. 
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However, the propagation and transmission of communications signals along 

distribution BPL networks remain a challenging issue since distribution power grids were 

not designed for broadband communications purposes. This rather hostile medium for 

communications is characterized by high attenuation, multipath due to various reflections, 

BPL signal coupling losses, noise and electromagnetic interference (EMI) [11]-[16]. It is 

evident that each of the aforementioned aggravating factors differently influences the 

performance of distribution BPL networks. 

 As the attenuation, multipath due to various reflections and coupling losses are 

concerned, the well-validated hybrid model achieves to accurately describe them in  

BPL networks [2]-[4], [6], [7], [11], [14], [17]-[25]. Being extensively verified during the 

performance assessment of various multiconductor transmission line (MTL) 

configurations in BPL networks, the hybrid model consists of two interconnected 

methods, namely: (i) a bottom-up method that is based on an appropriate combination of 

MTL theory and similarity transformations, such as the EigenValue Decomposition 

(EVD), the Single Value Decomposition (SVD) and the Unified Value Decomposition 

(UVD); and (ii) a top-down method that is based on the concatenation of 

multidimensional transmission matrices of the cascaded network BPL connections. 

Various refinements of the aforementioned two methods have been proposed in the 

literature in order to cope with the special needs of the various supported smart grid 

applications (e.g., Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) BPL networks [25], [26], 

power systems stability [27]-[29], identification and localization of faults across 

distribution power grids [30] and wireless sensor networks [31], [32]).  

 However, one recent refinement of the top-down method that can significantly 

enhance the broadband performance and influence the future architectural design of  

BPL networks is the proposal of Coupling Scheme module (CS2) module [33].  

Similarly to its predecessor CS1 module [3], [6], CS2 method handles with the injection 

and the extraction of BPL signals across the power lines of distribution power grids.  

As already been presented in [33], findings concerning channel attenuation and capacity 

reveal that CS2 module better exploits all the available conductors of the  

MTL configurations than its predecessor CS1 module through the wiser management of 

the BPL signal power injection and extraction.  

 In this paper, the broadband performance metrics of Average Channel Gain 

(ACG), Root-Mean-Square Delay-Spread (RMS-DS), Coherence Bandwidth (CB) and 

Spectral Efficiency (SE) of OV and UN MV and LV BPL networks when CS2 module is 

applied are compared against the respective ones of CS1 module and MIMO channels 

[17]. Besides the comparison of performance metrics and the relative observations,  

the regression approximations of [17], i.e., UN1 and UN2 approaches, are again 

calculated for OV and UN LV and MV BPL networks by taking into account the 

configuration of CS2 module. In addition, UN3 approach that relates SE with ACG is 

proposed for OV and UN LV and MV BPL networks. Finally, the detailed UN1 and  

UN2 approaches of CS2 module are compared against the respective ones of CS1 module 

and of MIMO channels while UN3 approach is assessed for CS2 and CS1 module.  

The universal character of these three approaches in describing distribution BPL 

networks is here validated. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, OV and UN LV and 

MV configurations used in this paper are briefly presented. Section III synopsizes the 

basics of the propagation, the transmission and the signal coupling across distribution 

BPL networks. Here, CS2 module is detailed while its operation and performance are 
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compared against the ones of CS1 module. Section IV reports the broadband performance 

statistical metrics as well as UN1, UN2 and UN3 regression approximations, which are 

applied in this paper. In Section V, a series of numerical results and conclusions are 

provided, aiming at marking out the impact of various coupling schemes supported by 

CS2 module on the statistical performance metrics and regression approximations of 

distribution BPL networks. Section VI concludes this paper. 

 

 

2. Distribution BPL Network Configurations 
2.1 MTL Configurations of OV and UN LV and MV BPL Networks 
 In Figs. 1(a)-(d) of [6], the MTL configurations of distribution BPL networks that 

are examined in this paper are demonstrated. More specifically:  

• OV LV MTL Configuration: With reference to Fig. 1(a) of [6], four parallel  

non-insulated conductors are suspended one above the other spaced by LV  while 

the lowest conductor is suspended at height LVh  above ground ( 4OVLV n ).  

The upper conductor is the neutral, while the lower three conductors are the three 

phases. The exact dimensions for this MTL configuration are detailed in [6]. 

• OV MV MTL Configuration: With reference to Fig. 1(b) of [6], the horizontal 

arrangement of OV MV distribution lines consists of three parallel non-insulated 

phase conductors ( 3OVMV n ) spaced by MV  that are hang at typical height MVh  

above ground. There is no neutral conductor. The exact properties of this  

MTL configuration are given in [6]. 

• UN LV MTL Configuration: With reference to Fig. 1(c) of [6], the cable 

arrangement of UN LV MTL configuration consists of the three-phase  

three-core-type conductors, one core-type neutral conductor and one shield 

conductor ( 4UNLV n ). The shield is grounded at both ends while the cable is 

buried 1m inside the ground. The exact dimensions of this UN LV MTL 

configuration are reported in [6]. 

• UN MV MTL Configuration: With reference to Fig. 1(d) of [6], the cable 

arrangement of UN MV MTL configuration comprises the three-phase  

three- sector-type conductors, one shield conductor and one armor conductor. 

Similarly to UN LV MTL configuration, both the shield and the armor are 

grounded at both ends while the cable is buried 1m inside the ground. Due to the 

shielding of UN MV cables and according to [2], [6], [34], the propagation and 

transmission analysis can be only focused on the inner set of conductors  

( 3UNMV n ), say the three-phase conductors and the shield. The exact dimensions 

of this UN MV MTL configuration are given in [6]. 

Finally, the properties of the ground, which are detailed in [6], are assumed common in 

distribution BPL networks. Here, it should be noted that these ground properties are 

suitable for the propagation and transmission of BPL signal across distribution BPL 

networks that operate in the 1-100MHz frequency range of interest. 

 

2.2 Indicative Distribution BPL Topologies 
 To define a set of indicative distribution BPL topologies, the simple BPL 

topology of Fig. 1 is considered. With reference to Fig. 1, the transmitting and receiving 

ends, which are situated at point A and B of the simple BPL topology, respectively,  
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are assumed to be matched. The branch terminations, which are connected at positions 

kA , k=1,…N, are assumed open circuits [11], [13]-[16], [35]-[38]. The end-to-end 

connection between transmitting and receiving end (path length) of the simple BPL 

topology, which is encountered in BPL signal transmission, is equal to 





1

1

N

k

kLL   

[38]-[40]. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Simple BPL topology [14], [16]. 

 

 

 For comparison reasons, same indicative distribution BPL topologies with the 

ones of [6], [33] are considered in this paper. In Table 1, five indicative OV distribution 

BPL topologies of 1000m average path lengths are given as well as the correspondent 

description, the number of branches, the length of distribution lines and the length of 

branch lines. Similarly to Table 1, five indicative UN distribution BPL topologies of 

200m average path length with their properties are reported in Table 2. Here it should be 

noted that for given type of distribution power grids, the topologies remain the same; say, 

BPL topologies of Table 1 remain the same either OV LV or OV MV power grid is 

considered. 

 

 

Table 1 

OV Distribution BPL Topologies 

Topology 

Name 

Topology Description Number of 

Branches 

Length of 

Distribution Lines 

Length of Branch 

Lines 

Urban case A Typical overhead urban 

topology 

3 L1=500m, 

L2=200m, 

L3=100m, L4=200m 

Lb1=8m, Lb2=13m, 

Lb3=10m 

Urban case B Aggravated overhead urban 

topology 

5 L1=200m, L2=50m, 

L3=100m, 

L4=200m, 

L5=300m, L6=150m 

Lb1=12m, Lb2=5m, 

Lb3=28m, 

Lb4=41m, Lb5=17m 

Suburban case Overhead suburban topology 2 L1=500m, 

L2=400m, L3=100m   

Lb1=50m, Lb2=10m 

Rural case Overhead rural topology 1 L1=600m, L2=400m Lb1=300m 

“LOS” case Overhead Line-of-Sight 

transmission 

0 L1=1000m - 
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Table 2 

UN Distribution BPL Topologies 

Topology 

Name 

Topology Description Number of 

Branches 

Length of 

Distribution Lines 

Length of Branch 

Lines 

Urban case A Typical underground urban 

topology 

3 L1=70m, L2=55m, 

L3=45m, L4=30m 

Lb1=12m, 

Lb2=7m,  

Lb3=21m    

Urban case B Aggravated underground 

urban topology 

5 L1=40m, L2=10m, 

L3=20m, L4=40m, 

L5=60m, L6=30m   

Lb1=22m, 

Lb2=12m, Lb3=8m, 

Lb4=2m, Lb5=17m   

Suburban case Underground suburban 

topology 

2 L1=50m, L2=100m, 

L3=50m    

Lb1=60m, Lb2=30m   

Rural case Underground rural topology 1 L1=50m, L2=150m Lb1=100m   

“LOS” case Underground Line-of-Sight 

transmission 

0 L1=200m - 

 

 

3. Relationship among BPL Signal Coupling, Transmission and 
Propagation Distribution BPL Networks 

 With reference to Fig. 1, the input BPL signal 

niV , which is measured at the 

transmitting end, carries all the required information that needs to be transmitted through 

the BPL topology while the output BPL signal 

outV , which is measured at the receiving 

end, should optimally (i.e., if aggravating factors are ignored) be equal to the  

input BPL signal so that no information is lost. However, aggravating factors that include 

the attenuation due to the BPL signal propagation, multipath due to the BPL signal 

transmission and coupling losses influence the measured output BPL signal.  

 In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the general implementation of a coupling scheme module 

that describes the injection of the input BPL signal onto and the extraction of the output 

BPL signal from the power lines of BPL topologies, respectively, is illustrated.  

In fact, different power percentages are allocated among the available conductors that 

depend on: (i) the participation percentages 
in

iC , i=1,…,nG of the conductors of the  

MTL configuration during the BPL signal injection; and (ii) the participation percentages 
out

iC , i=1,…,nG of the conductors of the MTL configuration during the BPL signal 

extraction. Note that 
in

iC , i=1,…,nG and 
out

iC , i=1,…,nG are the elements of the  

Gn ×1 input coupling column vector 
inC  and the 1× Gn  output coupling line vector  

outC , respectively, where  G  denotes the examined power grid type –either OV MV or 

UN MV or OV LV or UN LV–. 
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Fig. 2.  General implementation of a coupling scheme module [33]. (a) BPL signal injection interface at the transmitting end.  

(b) BPL signal extraction at the receiving end. 

 

 

Depending on the element values of 
inC  and 

outC  that are restricted by a set of 

power related constraints analyzed in [33], coupling scheme modules can support  

three different types of coupling schemes, namely: 

1. Coupling Scheme Type 1: It consists of Wire-to-Ground (WtG) or  

Shield-to-Phase (StP) coupling schemes for OV or UN distribution BPL networks, 

respectively. The signal injection is made in only one conductor at the 

transmitting end and returns via either the ground for OV distribution cables or 

the shield for UN distribution cables. The signal extraction is made from the same 

conductor at the receiving end.  
ss StP/WtGin

C  and  
ss StP/WtGout

C  have zero elements 

except in line s and row s, respectively, where the value is equal to 1.  

Note that  C  denotes the applied coupling scheme. Both CS1 and CS2 modules 

support this coupling scheme type without performance diversification.  

2. Coupling Scheme Type 2: It consists of Wire-to-Wire (WtW) or  

Phase-to-Phase (PtP) coupling schemes for OV or UN distribution BPL networks, 

respectively. The signal is injected in equal parts between two conductors while it 
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is extracted from the same conductors.  
p-qp-q PtP/WtWin

C  and  
p-qp-q PtP/WtWout

C  have 

zero elements except in lines p and q where the values are different from zero.  

In terms of these non-zero values, CS1 and CS2 module differentiate each other 

(see the following analysis). 

3. Coupling Scheme Type 3: It consists of MultiWire-to-MultiWire (MtM) or 

MultiPhase-to-MultiPhase (MtM) coupling schemes for OV or UN distribution 

BPL networks, respectively. The signal is injected among multiple conductors 

with different participation percentages while the signal is extracted from the 

same conductor set at the receiving end. For example, when MtM coupling 

scheme occurs among the three conductors p, q and r, 
G,,1,, nrqp   of MV 

BPL networks with participation percentages equal to in

pC , in

qC  and 
in

rC , 

respectively,  
rqp

CCC


in
r_in

q_in
p

MtMin
C  has zero elements except in lines p, q and r.  

At the same rows p, q and r,  
rqp

CCC


in
r_in

q_in
p

MtMout
C  receives its non-zero values.  

This coupling scheme type is only supported by CS2 module. 

 In accordance with [33] and the general implementation of a coupling scheme 

module given in Fig. 2, the coupling scheme channel transfer function CH  that relates 

the output BPL signal with the input BPL signal is determined by: 


 
 

    CC

Cin

C-out
C inout

V

V
H CHC 


                                    (1) 

where H  is the GG nn   channel transfer function matrix that relates line voltages 

𝐕(𝑧) = [𝑉1(𝑧) ⋯ 𝑉𝑛G(𝑧)]T at the transmitting (z=0) and the receiving (z=L) ends and 

is the output of the hybrid model (see [33]). Note that  T  denotes the transpose of a 

matrix. Therefore, the dependence of the coupling scheme channel transfer function on 

the applied coupling scheme is expressed by the presence of the input and output 

coupling vector 
inC  and 

outC , respectively, when the channel transfer function is given. 

 As it concerns the characterization of the elements of the channel transfer function 

matrix H  of eq. (1), its elements ijH , i,j=1,…,n with ji   are the co-channel (CC) 

transfer functions, while those with ji   are the cross-channel (XC) transfer functions 

where ijH , i,j=1,…,n denotes the element of matrix H  in row i  of column j .  

All together, ijH , i,j=1,…,n are the transfer functions of MIMO channels  

(either CCs or XCs) whose broadband statistical performance has been examined in [17]. 

By observing eq. (1), coupling and MIMO channel transfer functions are related through 

the input and output coupling vector while the broadband performance of coupling 

channels is investigated and compared against the one of MIMO channels through the 

broadband performance statistical metrics in this paper.  

 With reference to the aforementioned coupling scheme types, coupling channels 

and eq. (1), the differences between CS1 module [3], [6] and CS2 module [33] are 

focused on the element values of the coupling vectors 
inC  and 

outC  that, anyway, 

describe the operation of CS1 and CS2 module, say: 

• CS1 module: The main concept of this module is its design and definition 

simplicity that is preserved through: 
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   Tinout
CC                                    (2) 

Namely, the configuration of BPL injector and extractor remains the same 

whereas the power flow changes. Therefore, CS1 module can only support 

coupling scheme type 1 and coupling type scheme 2. As concerns the coupling 

scheme type 1, the element values of  
ss StP/WtGin

C  has previously been mentioned. 

As concerns the coupling scheme type 2, the non-zero values in lines p and q of 

 
p-qp-q PtP/WtWin

C  are equal to 0.5 and -0.5, respectively, following the polarity of 

the input signal between the conductors. On the basis of eq. (2), the element 

values of  
ss StP/WtGout

C  and  
p-qp-q PtP/WtWout

C  can be determined for coupling 

scheme type 1 and 2, respectively. Note that CS1 module creates coupling losses. 

• CS2 module: The main concept of this module is the minimization of coupling 

losses that is accomplished by the consideration of 
inC  and 

outC  as orthonormal 

matrices. Namely, apart from the power flow, the configuration of BPL injector 

and extractor changes. In fact, the element values of 
inC  and 

outC  are determined 

under the principle of energy conservation and eqs (4)-(6) of [33]. With reference 

to the aforementioned coupling scheme types, CS2 module can support all the 

three ones. More specifically, as concerns the coupling scheme type 1,  

CS2 module follows the same definition with CS1 module. As concerns the 

coupling scheme type 2, CS2 module agrees with the definition of the element 

values of  
p-qp-q PtP/WtWin

C  but  
p-qp-q PtP/WtWout

C  has zero elements except in rows p 

and q where the values are equal to 1 and −1, respectively. As concerns the 

coupling scheme type 3, which is supported only by the CS2 module,  

when MtM coupling scheme occurs among the three conductors p, q and r, 

p,q,r=1,…,nG with participation percentages equal to in

pC , in

qC  and 
in

rC , 

respectively, at the transmitting end,  
rqp

CCC


in
r_in

q_in
p

MtMin
C  has zero elements except in 

lines p, q, and r where the values are equal to in

pC , in

qC  and 
in

rC , respectively, 

whereas, at the receiving end,  
rqp

CCC


in
r_in

q_in
p

MtMout
C  has zero elements except in rows 

p, q, and r where the values are equal to 
inin

pp CC , 
inin

qq CC  and 
inin

rr CC , 

respectively. 

 

 

4. Broadband Performance Statistical Metrics and Regression 
Approximations of Distribution BPL Networks 
 In this Section, the broadband performance statistical metrics of [17], which have 

been applied for the broadband performance assessment of MIMO channels of 

distribution BPL networks, are here modified in order to assess the broadband 

performance of various coupling schemes. In fact, the main modification is focused on 

the replacement of UVD modal channel transfer functions of [17] with the coupling 

scheme transfer function of eq. (1) as demonstrated in the following analysis. 

 More particularly, the broadband performance statistical metrics, which are 

applied in this paper, are the ACG, the RMS-DS, the CB and the SE while the 
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computation of the discrete impulse response of the coupling scheme transfer function is 

considered as a prerequisite task. More specifically: 

a. The discrete impulse response. Once the coupling scheme channel transfer 

function CH  has already been determined in eq. (1), the discrete coupling 

scheme channel transfer function 
CH  that is an important transformation during 

the computation of broadband performance metrics is given by 

𝐻𝐶+ = {
|𝐻𝑞

𝐶+|𝑒𝑗𝜑𝑞
+

,     𝑞 = 0, … , 𝐾 − 1

0,                     𝑞 = 𝐾, … , 𝐽 − 1
} = {

𝐻𝑞
𝐶+(𝑓 = 𝑞𝑓𝑠),     𝑞 = 0, … , 𝐾 − 1

0,                            𝑞 = 𝐾, … , 𝐽 − 1
}      (3) 

where ss 1 TF   is the Nyquist sampling rate, 2JK   is the number of 

subchannels in the BPL signal frequency range of interest, JFf ss   is the  

flat-fading subchannel frequency spacing. C

qH  and 


q , 𝑞 = 0, … , 𝐽 − 1 are the 

amplitude responses and the phase responses of the discrete coupling scheme 

channel transfer function, respectively [17], [41]-[43]. 

Discrete coupling scheme impulse response 
Ch =  spTthC 

, 𝑝 = 0, … , 𝐽 − 1 is 

obtained as the power of two J-point Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) 

of the discrete coupling scheme channel transfer function of eq. (3). 

b. ACG. ACGs of coupling scheme channels is computed by averaging over 

frequency [17], [41]-[47]: 
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C H
J

hH                                      (4) 

c. RMS-DS. The RMS-DS of coupling scheme channels 
C

τ  is determined from 

[17], [41]-[47]: 

C

 =    20

2

0s  T                                                  (5) 

where 
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d. CB. It is the range of frequencies over which the normalized autocorrelation 

function of the channel transfer function is over a certain CB correlation level X 

(usually set to either 0.9 or 0.7 or 0.5), i.e., the maximum bandwidth in which the 

subchannels can be approximately considered flat-fading. In accordance with [17], 

the CB of coupling scheme channels can be determined by: 

 
   

 
  







 











s
C

q

CC

q

f

f
Jq

H

fqffHH
fB 2,,1,0,

2

s

c                (8) 

where f  is the frequency shift,    denotes the complex conjugate of an element 

and  x  is the largest integer not greater than x. From eq. (8), CBX is that value of 

Δf such that   XfB c  while 5.0CB  is used in this paper. 
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e. Capacity and SE. In accordance with [33], capacity is defined as the maximum 

achievable transmission rate that can be reliably transmitted over a BPL topology. 

Capacity depends on the applied MTL configuration, the BPL topology,  

the coupling scheme applied, EMI policies adopted and the noise environment.  

The capacity C for given coupling scheme channel is determined from 
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fqN
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fC                            (9) 

where 
L

  is an operator that converts dBm/Hz into a linear power ratio (W/Hz), 

 fp  is the injected power spectral density limits (IPSD limits) and  

 fN  is the uniform additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) PSD level.  

Finally, SE is based on the previous capacity computations and refers to the 

information in bps/Hz that can be reliably transmitted over the used BPL 

bandwidth for the examined distribution BPL topology. Since capacity 

computations of this paper are given in 3-88MHz frequency range, spectral 

efficiency is given by 

85MHz

C
SE                                                              (10) 

In accordance with [33], the IPSD limits that are applied are proposed by Ofcom 

in order to provide a presumption of compliance with FCC Part 15.  

However, these IPSD limits depend on the type of the distribution power grid (i.e., 

either OV or UN) and the BPL frequency range (i.e., either 3-30MHz or  

30-88MHz). Hence, for given distribution power grid type, the average SE is 

given by eq. (10) since the capacity computations consider the 3-88MHz 

frequency range.  

Apart from the broadband performance statistical metrics,  

three regression approaches (i.e., UN1, UN2 and UN3 approach) are applied and 

computed in this paper in order to describe the behavior of coupling scheme BPL 

channels. Among the three regression approaches, the first two ones have been 

introduced in [17] while the last one is first presented in this paper. More specifically: 

• UN1 approach. UN1 approach linearly approximates the negatively correlated 

lognormal relation between ACG and RMS-DS of coupling scheme channels of 

distribution BPL topologies. In this paper, the regression approximation of  

UN1 approach is compared against the corresponding one of MIMO channels of 

distribution BPL topologies as demonstrated in [17]. 

• UN2 approach. UN2 approach describes the correlation relation between CB and 

RMS-DS of coupling scheme channels of distribution BPL topologies through 

suitable hyperbolic functions. The results of UN2 approach are compared against 

the respective ones of MIMO channels of distribution BPL topologies of [17]. 

Since these indicative BPL topologies are carefully selected so as to be the same 

with those of [17], UN1 and UN2 approaches of this paper concerning the 

coupling scheme channels are going to be compared against the respective ones of 

MIMO channels of [17]. 

• UN3 approach. UN3 approach demonstrates the correlation between SE and ACG. 

With reference to eq. (10), SE depends on the IPSD limits and AWGN PSD noise 

levels but also on the channel attenuation of the examined distribution BPL 
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topologies. Here, the relation between SE and channel attenuation is clarified. 

Furthermore, the impact of the applied coupling scheme module  

(i.e., CS2 and CS1 module) on the UN3 approach is first investigated through its 

impact on the coupling transfer functions.  

 

 

5. Numerical Results and Discussion 
 The simulations and respective numerical results of this Section aim at assessing 

the transmission performance of CS2 module against the vintage CS1 module.  

Extending the capacity observations of [33], the comparison between CS2 and  

CS1 module is based on the results of the broadband performance statistical metrics of 

ACG, RMS-DS, CB and SE. Also, the universal role of UN1 and UN2 approaches is 

examined in distribution BPL networks regardless of the coupling scheme module  

(i.e., CS2 or CS1 module) or the channel type (i.e., coupling scheme channel or  

MIMO channel). In addition, the behavior of UN3 approach is first presented and then 

investigated in terms of the applied coupling scheme module. 

 For the numerical computations, the indicative OV and UN distribution BPL 

topologies of Tables 1 and 2 (denoted hereafter as indicative topologies) are considered. 

With reference to eq. (1), the numerical results focus on the coupling transfer function 

from the application of CS2 and CS1 modules rather than on the behavior of the channel 

transfer function matrices since the last issue has thoroughly been analyzed in [3], [6], 

[11], [14]-[16], [33]. 

 For comparison reasons, the same simulation model properties with [17] 

concerning the sampling and IDFT settings are here assumed. More specifically, the 

operating frequency band, the Nyquist sampling rate sF  and flat-fading subchannel 

frequency spacing sf  are assumed equal to 1-100MHz, 200MHz and 0.1MHz, 

respectively. Therefore, the number of subchannels K in the BPL signal frequency range 

of interest and the J-point IDFT are assumed equal to 991 and 2048, respectively  

[41]-[43]. 

 As the capacity computation model properties are regarded, these are assumed to 

be the same with [17], [33], namely, the IPSD limits proposed by Ofcom are applied 

while AWGN PSD levels of -105dBm/Hz and -135dBm/Hz in the case of overhead and 

underground BPL networks, respectively, are applied in order to describe the noise 

conditions. For the sake of comparison, 3-88MHz frequency range is only assumed for 

the case of capacity and SE computations since the aforementioned IPSD limits are so 

defined. 

 Finally, as the properties of coupling schemes are concerned, representative 

coupling schemes of the three coupling scheme types of Sec. III are considered so that a 

clear transmission performance comparison between CS2 and CS1 module can be 

presented by simultaneously respecting the manuscript size limitations. Hence, the 

coupling schemes types of WtG1/StP1, WtW2-3/PtP2-3 and 
3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   are the 

representative ones for the coupling scheme type 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Already been 

mentioned, WtG and WtW coupling schemes are related to OV distribution BPL 

topologies whereas StP and PtP coupling schemes are related to UN distribution BPL 

topologies. MtM coupling schemes are common for both OV and UN distribution BPL 

topologies. Note that during MtM coupling schemes, the fourth conductor, where it exists, 

is not used. For the representative coupling schemes, the broadband performance 
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statistical metrics as well as the regression approximations are applied so that their 

performance and the overall performance of CS2 module can be examined. 

 

5.1 ACG 
 ACG is a statistical metric that describes the complexity of the examined  

BPL topologies. The lowest ACG values imply an intense multipath environment where 

high number of short branches exists. Also, ACG facilitates the comparison between  

CS2 and CS1 module since their impact during the injection and extraction process of 

BPL signal is clearly quantified. 

 In Table 3, ACG of the indicative OV LV and OV MV topologies is reported 

when CS2 and CS1 modules are considered and the aforementioned representative 

coupling schemes are applied. Same results with Table 3 are reported for the indicative 

UN LV and UN MV topologies in Table 4.  

 
Table 3 

ACG of the Indicative OV Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes when 

CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  ACG 

(dB) 

  WtG1 WtW2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV -9.53 -9.53 -9.40 -15.42 -9.05 - 
MV -9.84 -9.84 -9.45 -15.47 -9.09 - 

Urban case B LV -12.70 -12.70 -12.59 -18.62 -12.19 - 
MV -13.01 -13.01 -12.54 -18.56 -12.14 - 

Suburban case LV -8.22 -8.22 -8.08 -14.10 -7.72 - 
MV -8.54 -8.54 -8.09 -14.11 -7.72 - 

Rural case LV -6.74 -6.74 -6.54 -12.56 -6.12 - 
MV -7.06 -7.06 -6.51 --12.53 -6.09 - 

“LOS” case LV -4.65 -4.65 -4.51 -10.53 -4.17 - 
MV -4.92 -4.92 -4.48 -10.51 -4.14 - 
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Table 4 

ACG of the Indicative UN Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes when 

CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  ACG 

(dB) 

  StP1 PtP2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV -15.40 -15.40 -16.70 -22.72 -15.97 - 
MV -25.14 -25.14 -25.14 -31.16 -25.14 - 

Urban case B LV -19.18 -19.18 -20.47 -26.49 -19.74 - 
MV -27.08 -27.08 -27.08 -33.10 -27.08 - 

Suburban case LV -14.42 -14.42 -15.70 -21.72 -14.98 - 
MV -23.31 -23.31 -23.31 -29.33 -23.31 - 

Rural case LV -12.20 -12.20 -13.42 -19.44 -12.74 - 
MV -20.78 -20.78 -20.78 -26.80 -20.78 - 

“LOS” case LV -9.46 -9.46 -10.59 -16.61 -9.96 - 
MV -17.95 -17.95 -17.95 -23.97 -17.95 - 

 

 

 From Tables 3 and 4, several interesting remarks concerning the applied coupling 

schemes and examined coupling scheme modules as well as their interaction can be 

pointed out. First, ACGs of OV and UN LV and MV topologies remain the same for 

given BPL topology regardless of the WtG1 or StP1 coupling scheme applied. This is a 

rather logical observation for the coupling schemes of type 1 since  
ss StP/WtGin

C  and 

 
ss StP/WtGout

C  of CS2 module are equal to the respective coupling vectors of the vintage 

CS1 module. Anyway, the main differences of CS2 and CS1 module are focused on the 

coupling scheme type 2 and 3. 

 As the coupling schemes of type 2 are concerned, CS2 module achieves better 

ACGs than CS1 module since  
p-qp-q PtP/WtWout

C  of CS2 module allows the full 

reconstruction of the output signal in contrast with the half-signal reception of CS1 

module due to  
p-qp-q PtP/WtWout

C . Hence, as it is expected, ACG difference between  

CS2 and CS1 module remains approximately equal to +6dB and this is numerically 

validated from the comparison of CS1 and CS2 columns of WtW2-3 and PtP2-3 coupling 

schemes in Table 3 and 4, respectively. Although CS2 module can significantly improve 

ACG of coupling schemes of type 2, WtW and PtP coupling schemes still present slightly 

worst ACG performance in comparison with the respective one of WtG and StP coupling 

schemes for given BPL network type.  

 As the coupling schemes of type 3 are examined, only CS2 module may support 

these coupling schemes due to its capability to discretely define  
ss StP/WtGin

C  and 

 
ss StP/WtGout

C . Despite its installation complexity, MtM coupling schemes exploit either 

the better ACG performance of coupling schemes of type 1 or the better electromagnetic 

compatibility (EMC) efficiency of coupling schemes of type 2. By appropriately 

adjusting the participation percentage in

pC , in

qC  and 
in

rC  of  
rqp

CCC


in
r_in

q_in
p

MtMin
C ,  
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a trade-off relationship between broadband transmission, capacity performance and  

EMC can be adjusted through remote monitoring and surveillance.  

 

 

5.2 RMS-DS 
 Already been mentioned in [17], RMS-DS is a highly variable statistical 

performance metric that depends on the power grid type and the examined BPL topology. 

Similarly to the ACG approach of Sec.5.1A, RMS-DS of the indicative OV LV and OV 

MV topologies is reported in Table 5 when CS2 and CS1 modules are considered and the 

aforementioned representative coupling schemes are applied. Same results with Table 5 

are reported for the indicative UV LV and UN MV BPL topologies in Table 6.  

 Similarly to ACG, RMS-DS reflects the complexity of the examined BPL 

topology but, in contrast with ACG, RMS-DS cannot directly quantify the impact of the 

applied coupling scheme modules; RMS-DS values are the same for CS2 and CS1 

module for given power grid type and BPL topology. However, RMS-DS computation 

remains critical since its values are necessary for the UN1 and UN2 approximations.  

In general, RMS-DS presents higher values as the BPL topology complexity increases; 

say, urban topologies present higher RMS-DS values than those of suburban, rural and 

“LOS” topologies due to the their aggravated multipath environment [48], [49]. 

 
Table 5 

RMS-DS of the Indicative OV Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes 

when CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  RMS-DS 

(μs) 

  WtG1 WtW2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 0.56 0.56 0.59 0.59 0.61 - 
MV 0.74 0.74 0.64 0.64 1.01 - 

Urban case B LV 1.11 1.11 1.18 1.18 1.25 - 
MV 1.07 1.07 1.18 1.18 1.28 - 

Suburban case LV 0.53 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.58 - 
MV 0.64 0.64 0.58 0.58 0.84 - 

Rural case LV 1.07 1.07 1.09 1.09 1.12 - 
MV 1.08 1.08 1.10 1.10 1.18 - 

“LOS” case LV 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 - 
MV 0.38 0.38 0.20 0.20 0.61 - 
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Table 6 

RMS-DS of the Indicative UN Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes 

when CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  RMS-DS 

(μs) 

  StP1 PtP2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 0.54 0.54 0.57 0.57 0.55 - 
MV 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 - 

Urban case B LV 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.87 0.85 - 
MV 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 - 

Suburban case LV 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 - 
MV 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 - 

Rural case LV 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.53 - 
MV 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 - 

“LOS” case LV 0.26 0.26 0.29 0.29 0.28 - 
MV 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 - 

 

 

5.3 CB 
 Similarly to RMS-DS, CB expresses the maximum bandwidth in which the 

subchannels can be approximately considered flat-fading in a BPL channel. CB0.5 of the 

indicative OV LV and OV MV topologies is reported in Table 7 when CS2 and  

CS1 modules are applied and the aforementioned representative coupling schemes are 

considered. Same results with Table 7 are reported for the indicative UV LV and UN MV 

BPL topologies in Table 8. 

 

Table 7 

CB0.5 of the Indicative OV Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes when 

CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  CB0.5 

(MHz) 

  WtG1 WtW2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.5 - 
MV 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.4 - 

Urban case B LV 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 - 
MV 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 - 

Suburban case LV 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 - 
MV 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 - 

Rural case LV 5.7 5.7 3.2 3.2 0.7 - 
MV 6.7 6.7 3.2 3.2 0.2 - 

“LOS” case LV 49.4 49.4 49.4 49.4 49 - 
MV 47.6 47.6 49.3 49.3 46.6 - 
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Table 8 

CB0.5 of the Indicative UN Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes when 

CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  CB0.5 

(MHz) 

  StP1 PtP2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 - 
MV 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 - 

Urban case B LV 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 - 
MV 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 - 

Suburban case LV 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 - 
MV 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 - 

Rural case LV 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.2 - 
MV 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 - 

“LOS” case LV 37 37 33.5 33.5 35.6 - 
MV 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 - 

 

Similarly to ACG and RMS-DS, CB depends on the complexity of the examined 

BPL topology. BPL topologies with aggravated multipath environments require shorter 

subchannel bandwidths so that their channels can be considered as flat-fading ones. 

Numerically, 49.4MHz and 0.5MHz are the maximum and minimum flat-fading 

subchannel bandwidths that are reported in Tables 7 and 8 for the examined 

representative BPL topologies. Here, it should be noted that flat-fading subchannel 

frequency spacing sf  is assumed equal to 0.1MHz, thus allowing the flat-fading 

subchannel frequency consideration either during the computation of the statistical 

broadband performance metrics of this paper or the capacity computations of [33]. 

 

 

5.4 Capacity and SE 
 The behavior of the transmission performance metrics of ACG, RMS-DS and CB, 

which has been highlighted in the previous subsections, is also reflected on the capacity 

performance metrics. With reference to [33], capacity of the indicative OV LV and OV 

MV topologies is reported in Table 9 when CS2 and CS1 modules are applied and the 

aforementioned representative coupling schemes are considered. Here it should be 

reminded that both capacity performance metrics are computed in the 3-88MHz 

frequency range due to the frequency range limitations of the applied IPSD limits. Same 

results with Table 9 are reported for the indicative UV LV and UN MV BPL topologies 

in Table 10. In Table 11 and 12, SE values are computed for the same cases of Table 9 

and 10, respectively. 
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Table 9 

Capacity of the Indicative OV Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes 

when CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  Capacity 

(Mbps) 

  WtG1 WtW2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 606 606 612 463 620 - 
MV 596 596 612 463 622 - 

Urban case B LV 469 469 475 346 484 - 
MV 459 459 476 346 485 - 

Suburban case LV 715 715 721 561 730 - 
MV 705 705 722 562 732 - 

Rural case LV 797 797 803 637 811 - 
MV 787 787 803 638 811 - 

“LOS” case LV 902 902 908 738 916 - 
MV 892 892 909 739 918 - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10 

Capacity of the Indicative UN Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes 

when CS2 and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  Capacity 

(Mbps) 

  StP1 PtP2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 1849 1849 1805 1635 1830 - 
MV 815 815 815 698 815 - 

Urban case B LV 1634 1634 1590 1420 1615 - 
MV 685 685 685 581 685 - 

Suburban case LV 1953 1953 1909 1739 1934 - 
MV 890 890 890 767 890 - 

Rural case LV 2053 2053 2008 1838 2034 - 
MV 968 968 968 838 968 - 

“LOS” case LV 2152 2152 2108 1938 2133 - 
MV 1049 1049 1049 913 1049 - 
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Table 11 

SE of the Indicative OV Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes when CS2 

and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  SE 

(bps/Hz) 

  WtG1 WtW2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 7.13 7.13 7.20 5.45 7.29 - 
MV 7.01 7.01 7.20 5.45 7.32 - 

Urban case B LV 5.52 5.52 5.59 4.07 5.69 - 
MV 5.40 5.40 5.60 4.07 5.71 - 

Suburban case LV 8.41 8.41 8.48 6.60 8.59 - 
MV 8.29 8.29 8.49 6.61 8.61 - 

Rural case LV 9.38 9.38 9.45 7.49 9.54 - 
MV 9.26 9.26 9.45 7.51 9.54 - 

“LOS” case LV 10.61 10.61 10.68 8.68 10.78 - 
MV 10.49 10.49 10.69 8.69 10.80 - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12 

SE of the Indicative UN Distribution BPL Topologies for the Representative Coupling Schemes when CS2 

and CS1 Modules are Considered 

  SE 

(bps/Hz) 

  StP1 PtP2-3 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM   

  CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 

Urban case A LV 21.75 21.75 21.24 19.24 21.53 - 
MV 9.59 9.59 9.59 8.21 9.59 - 

Urban case B LV 19.22 19.22 18.71 16.71 19.00 - 
MV 8.06 8.06 8.06 6.84 8.06 - 

Suburban case LV 22.98 22.98 22.46 20.46 22.75 - 
MV 10.47 10.47 10.47 9.02 10.47 - 

Rural case LV 24.15 24.15 23.62 21.62 23.93 - 
MV 11.39 11.39 11.39 9.86 11.39 - 

“LOS” case LV 25.32 25.32 24.80 22.80 25.09 - 
MV 12.34 12.34 12.34 10.74 12.34 - 
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From Tables 9-12, it is obvious that CS2 module achieves better spectral 

exploitation of the allocated BPL frequency band in comparison with the CS1 module in 

coupling schemes of type 2 and 3. Only by appropriately adjusting the way that the BPL 

signal power is extracted at the receiving end, average SE improvement of 1.821bps/Hz 

and 1.718bps/Hz is achieved in OV/WtW and UN/PtP distribution BPL networks, 

respectively, while the respective capacity improvement is equal to 155Mbps and 

146Mbps.  

 Apart from their special transmission metric attributes, MtM coupling schemes 

present notable capacity characteristics that can be combined with their EMC adaptability 

[33]. Here, it should be underlined that only CS2 module supports MtM coupling 

schemes in distribution BPL networks. Numerically, with reference to Table 11, an 

average MtM coupling scheme achieves better SE in all the indicative topologies of the 

OV distribution BPL networks examined. With reference to Table 12, the same average 

MtM coupling scheme achieves better SE behavior in the vast majority of the  

UN/PtP distribution BPL topologies examined while its values are comparable even to 

the ones of the UN/StP distribution BPL topologies. Therefore, MtM can combine the 

favourable characteristics of both coupling scheme types 1 and 2; say the high SE of 

coupling scheme type 1 and the EMC strength of coupling scheme type 2. However, the 

main disadvantage of MtM coupling schemes is their high cost due to the installation of 

additional BPL repeaters on the distribution OV and UN conductors. 

 Finally, as the benchmark SE performance of CS2 and CS1 module is concerned, 

when the coupling schemes of the coupling scheme type 1 are applied, capacity and SE 

improvements are not observed regardless of the adoption of CS2 or CS1 module. 

 

 

5.5 UN1 Approach 
 In [17], the correlation between RMS-DS and ACG has been highlighted with 

respect to the OV and UN MIMO/LV and MIMO/MV BPL channels, say CC and XC of 

OV and UN LV and MV BPL topologies. Following this fundamental property of several 

wireline networks, such as DSL and coaxial ones, regression trend lines of the form 

  wHv
dB

s









2

  have been used in the aforementioned MIMO BPL channels 

where  
s  is the RMS-DS in μs of the examined BPL channels, 

dB

H 





 2

 is the ACG 

in dB and v and w are the robust regression parameters. 
MIMOUN1  approach, which has 

been proposed in [17], is characterized by a set of robust regression parameters v and w 

that comes from the least squares fitting method being applied to the ACG / RMS-DS 

values of MIMO BPL channels regardless of the power grid type, BPL topology and 

MIMO channel type.  

 RMS-DS / ACG regression curves, which come from the linear regression 

approximations of different measurement campaign data, have been extensively proposed 

in the BPL literature for various BPL network types (e.g., in-home, in-ship, in-car, OV 

LV and OV MV BPL networks) [41], [50]-[53]. UN1 approach is compared against other 

well validated approximations of the BPL literature that deals with the coupling channels 

of various BPL networks; say, ANT approach and GAL approach as given by [46] and 

[41]-[43], respectively. Analytically, the robust regression parameters of each approach 

are reported in Table 13. In the same Table, the robust regression parameters v and w of 
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CS2UN1  approach are computed for all the BPL topologies regardless of the power grid 

type when WtG1, StP1, WtW2-3, PtP2-3 and 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM 
 of CS2 module are applied in 

accordance with Tables 3-6. Similarly to UN1CS2 approach, the robust regression 

parameters v and w of 
CS1UN1  approach are computed for all the BPL topologies 

regardless of the power grid type when WtG1, StP1, WtW2-3 and PtP2-3 of CS1 module are 

applied in accordance with Tables 3-6.  

 In Fig. 3, except for the simulation data of Tables 3-6, the set of regression trend 

lines of Table 13, say ANT, GAL, UN1MIMO, UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approaches, are also 

illustrated.  

 

 

 

 
Table 13 

Robust Regression Parameters v and w of the Different RMS-DS / ACG Approaches 

 ANT GAL 
MIMOUN1  

CS1UN1  
CS2UN1  

v 

(μs/dB) 

-0.0197 -0.0075 -0.01029 -0.0227 -0.0242 

w 

(μs) 

0 0.183 0.59 0.3659 0.4378 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Scatter plot of RMS-DS versus ACG for simulated coupling scheme OV and UN MV and LV BPL channels and various 

regression approaches. 
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 From Fig. 3, several interesting remarks concerning the performance of regression 

approximations can be pointed out, namely: 

• Either MIMO or coupling scheme channels are examined, ACG and RMS-DS of 

OV and UN LV and MV BPL channels are negatively correlated lognormal 

random variables. This fact is validated by the negative slopes of all regression 

lines that approximate simulation data in Fig. 3.  

• The set of UN1 regression lines, say UN1MIMO, UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approaches, 

better approximates the simulation in comparison with ANT and GAL approaches. 

This is due to the fact that the set of UN1 regression lines is based on simulation 

data of distribution BPL networks rather on other various types of BPL networks 

(indoor, in-vehicle, etc).  

• The differences among UN1 regression lines remain low enhancing the role of 

UN1 regression lines as a unified regression approach [17]. More specifically:  

o The small differences between UN1MIMO approach and  

UN1CSx approaches, x=1,2 are due to the different origin of the processed 

simulation data; the former approach is based on the approximation of 

MIMO channels while the latter approaches approximate simulation data 

of coupling scheme channels. Hence, the impact of signal coupling is 

reflected on the differences of the aforementioned approaches. 

o The differences between UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approaches can be 

considered as negligible while they come from the versatility of coupling 

scheme types supported by CS2 module. In comparison with the supported 

coupling schemes by CS1 module, CS2 module mainly affects the 

performance of coupling schemes of type 2, i.e., WtW and PtP coupling 

schemes, while coupling schemes of type 3, i.e., MtM coupling schemes, 

are only supported by CS2 module. Since coupling schemes of type 1 

remain the same, the difference between UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approaches 

can be considered as the weighted mean average of the supported coupling 

scheme types; for example, if RMS-DS is assumed to be equal to 1μs,  

the difference between the AVG of UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approach is 

equal to 4.7dB, that is near to the two thirds of the +6dB ACG difference 

between CS2 and CS1 module mentioned in Sec.VA where two thirds 

corresponds to the number of coupling scheme types affected by  

CS2 module. 

 

 

5.6 UN2 Approach 
 UN2 approach describes the fundamental correlation between CB and RMS-DS. 

In [17], this fundamental property of OV and UN LV and MV MIMO BPL channels has 

been reported and has been described through an appropriate hyperbolic trend curves set 

while the efficiency of UN2MIMO approach has been computed with respect to suitable 

simulation data of MIMO channels.  

 Similarly to RMS-DS / ACG regression curves, RMS-DS / CB hyperbolic trend 

curves have widely been used in various BPL network types [50], [52], [53]. In fact, the 

regression hyperbolic trend curves of the form     1

MHz5.0μs


 CBy  are also used in 

UN2 approach where y is the robust regression parameter. In this paper, the same form of 

regression hyperbolic trend curves are going to be used for the assessment of coupling 
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scheme BPL channels when CS2 and CS1 modules are adopted. By using robust linear 

least square error fitting between the trend and the simulation data of the OV and UN LV 

and MV BPL coupling scheme channels as reported in Tables 5-8, the parameter y of 

corresponding UN2CS1 and UN2CS2 approaches can be calculated. Analytically, the robust 

regression parameter y of each approach is reported in Table 11.  

 In Fig. 4, except for the simulation data of Tables 5-8, the set of regression trend 

curves of Table 10, say UN2MIMO, UN2CS1 and UN2CS2 approaches, are illustrated. 

 
Table 14 

Robust Regression Parameter y of the Different RMS-DS / CB0.5 Approaches 

 
MIMOUN2  

CS1UN2  
CS2UN2  

y 

(μs MHz) 

0.4155 0.7912 0.6131 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Scatter plot of RMS-DS versus CB0.5 for simulated coupling scheme OV and UN LV and MV BPL channels and various 

regression approaches. 

 

 

 From Fig. 4, additional observations regarding the performance of regression 

approximations can be given, namely: 

• CB and RMS-DS remain inversely related each other either in MIMO or in 

coupling scheme channels of distribution BPL networks. In both cases, 

appropriate hyperbolic functions can approximate CB and RMS-DS simulation 

data.  

• Differences among UN2MIMO, UN2CS1 and UN2CS2 approaches remain marginal 

despite the high variability of CB / RMS-DS simulation. The main divergences of 

UN2 approach curves are focused on the rural and “LOS” topologies of 
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distribution BPL networks whose RMS-DSs remain high due to the long average 

path lengths of distribution BPL networks.  

• Due to the low differences of UN2MIMO, UN2CS1 and UN2CS2 approaches, each of 

the UN2 approaches can sustain a unified consideration of the CB / RMS-DS 

correlation of either MIMO or coupling scheme channels. 

 

 

5.7 UN3 Approach 
 UN3 approach, which is first presented in this paper, achieves to correlate the 

average SE and ACG of a distribution BPL topology. With respect to eq. (9),  

capacity significantly depends on the channel attenuation of the examined distribution 

BPL topology across the frequency range of interest but not only on this. In this paper, 

the different coupling scheme modules that are benchmarked do influence the coupling 

transfer function and, thus, its ACG. In order to highlight: (i) the SE dependence on the 

ACG when IPSD limits and noise PSD levels are assumed to be common;  

(ii) the role of the coupling scheme modules; and (iii) the SE dependence diversification 

on the IPSD limits and noise PSD levels when OV and UN distribution BPL networks are 

assumed, UN3 approach is here proposed following the definition of UN1 approach.  

In this subsection, UN3 approach examines the aforementioned correlation when CS2 

and CS1 modules are applied. 

 UN3 approach is assumed to be described by regression trend lines of the form 

  







dB

HaSE
2

bps/Hz
 where  bps/HzSE  is the average SE given in Tables 11 and 

12 for OV and UN distribution BPL networks, respectively, while a  and   are the 

robust regression parameters that come from the least squares fitting method.  

In order to investigate the SE performance diversification due to the different IPSD limits 

and noise PSD levels that are used in OV and UN distribution networks, two different 

regression trend lines of UN3 approach are presented for each coupling scheme module; 

say, one regression trend line for the OV distribution networks (i.e., UN3OV approach) 

and another one for the UN distribution networks (i.e., UN3UN approach). Analytically, 

the robust regression parameters of each approach per coupling scheme module are 

reported in Table 15. Note that a  and   of each column of Table 15 are computed for all  

 

 
Table 15 

Robust Regression Parameter 𝛼 and 𝛽 of the Different SE / ACG Approaches 

 

 UN3CS1-OV UN3CS1-UN UN3CS2-OV UN3CS2-UN 

𝛼 

bps/(dB·Hz) 

0.4472 0.8627 0.6434 1.1154 

𝛽 

(bps/Hz) 

12.396 34.356 13.546 37.363 
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Fig. 5.   Scatter plot of SE versus ACG for simulated coupling scheme OV and UN LV and MV BPL channels and various regression 

approaches and coupling scheme modules.  

 

the BPL topologies of the examined power grid type (i.e., either OV or UN) when  

WtG1, StP1, WtW2-3, PtP2-3 and 3-2-1

2.0_1.0_7.0MtM 
 of the applied coupling scheme module 

(i.e., either CS2 or CS1 module) are used in accordance with Tables 11 and 12. 

 In Fig. 5, except for the simulation data of Tables 11 and 12, the set of regression 

trend curves of Table 15, say UN3CS1-OV, UN3CS1-UN, UN3CS2-OV and  

UN3CS2-UN approaches, are illustrated. 

 From Fig. 5, several interesting observations concerning the correlation between 

SE and ACG can be made: 

• For the same ACG value, UN distribution BPL networks present higher SE in 

comparison with OV distribution BPL networks. This is due to the fact that UN 

environment is a more protected environment concerning: (i) its transmitted EMI 

to the other radioservices that operate at the same frequency operation band; and 

(ii) the EMI that receives from the aforementioned radioservices. Therefore, 

higher IPSD limits are applied in UN distribution BPL networks due to the 

previous first reason while lower noise PSD is presented in UN distribution BPL 

networks due to the previous second reason. The favourable operation of UN 

distribution BPL networks is reflected on the significant β difference between UN 

and OV distribution BPL networks (see also Table 15) for given coupling scheme 

module.  

• Coupling schemes of type 1 produce pairs of SE / ACG values that coincide when 

CS1 and CS2 module are applied. When coupling schemes of type 2 are examined, 

CS2 module has as an output SE / ACG points that are located at more upper right 

positions in comparison with the respective ones of CS1 module when a certain 

distribution BPL topology is examined. This has as an effect higher inclinations 
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of UN3CS2-OV and UN3CS2-UN curves in comparison with UN3CS1-OV and UN3CS1-

UN ones, respectively (see also α of Table 15). 

• Despite the differences between UN3CS2-OV and UN3CS1-OV curves, whichever of 

these two curves can offer an approximate estimation of SE and, thus, capacity 

when the ACG of an overhead distribution BPL topology is available. Similarly to 

OV distribution BPL networks, UN3CS2-UN and UN3CS1-UN curves can facilitate 

the approximate SE estimation when ACG of a UN distribution BPL topology is 

given. 

 

 

5.8 UN1, UN2 and UN3 Approaches – The Impact of CS2 Module 
 UN1 and UN2 approaches have been computed either for MIMO or for coupling 

scheme channels of the OV and UN LV and MV BPL topologies. Especially, in the case 

of coupling scheme channels, the two different available coupling scheme modules (i.e., 

CS1 and CS2 module) have also been applied and assessed.  

 As UN1 approach is concerned, UN1MIMO, UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approaches differ 

from other well validated RMS-DS / ACG approaches of the BPL literature since these 

approaches are exclusively computed with respect to suitable simulation data of 

distribution BPL networks. Actually, UN1MIMO, UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approaches present 

small differences among them due to the different nature of the examined simulation data; 

UN1MIMO approach comes from the regression analysis of MIMO channel simulation data 

while UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 modules also take into consideration the impact of the 

coupling scheme module and coupling scheme channels. Finally, the impact of CS2 

module, which can support more coupling scheme types and more efficient coupling 

schemes in comparison with CS1 module, is schematically demonstrated through the 

horizontal curve shift of UN1CS1 and UN1CS2 approaches. 

 As UN2 approach is regarded, UN2MIMO, UN2CS1 and UN2CS2 approaches slightly 

differ each other due to the form of the regression hyperbolic trend curves regardless of 

the nature of the examined simulated data. Extensively been used in the BPL literature, 

the regression hyperbolic trend curves seem to better describe MIMO and coupling 

scheme channels of urban and suburban distribution BPL topologies rather than 

corresponding channels of “LOS” and rural distribution BPL topologies.  

 On the basis of the newly proposed UN3 approach, an approximate SE and 

capacity estimation can be available if an estimate of the average ACG of a distribution 

BPL network is assumed. Furthermore, this approximation of SE and capacity can be 

offered with adequate accuracy for OV distribution BPL networks even if the applied 

coupling scheme is not known; this is due to the fact that UN3CS2-OV and UN3CS1-OV 

curves give relatively close results. The same observations can be made for  

UN distribution BPL networks. 

 Synoptically, taking under consideration the relatively small differences among 

UN1, UN2 and UN3 approaches and their universal consideration of the BPL character as 

described in [17], UN1CS2, UN2CS2, UN3CS2-OV and UN3CS2-UN approaches can be further 

promoted as the basis towards the common statistical handling of: (i) OV and UN LV and 

MV BPL topologies; (ii) different MIMO BPL channels; (iii) different BPL channels 

supported by CS1 and CS2 scheme modules; and (iv) different BPL channels of various 

coupling schemes. 
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6. Conclusions 
 This paper has focused on the assessment of the application of CS2 module in 

OV and UN LV and MV BPL topologies in terms of four well-known broadband 

performance metrics (i.e., ACG, RMS-DS, CB and SE). The results of the 

aforementioned broadband performance metrics when CS2 modules is applied have been 

compared against respective ones of CS1 module. 

 The investigation of the statistical metric comparison results reveal that  

CS2 module offers significant advantages in comparison with the vintage CS1 module. 

Indeed, CS2 module supports a plethora of new adaptive coupling schemes (i.e., 

coupling schemes of the coupling scheme type 3) whose performance can be adjusted in 

accordance with the needs for higher broadband performance and EMC.  

Also, CS2 module offers better ACGs for the coupling schemes of the coupling scheme 

type 2 in comparison with CS1 module. ACG improvement of the coupling schemes of 

the coupling scheme type 2 is reflected on respective capacity and SE results. Since 

WtW / PtP coupling scheme channels become almost capacity equivalent to WtG / StP 

coupling scheme channels, the already-known better EMC performance of WtW / PtP 

coupling scheme channels against WtG / StP ones can influence the BPL system 

architecture design concerning the selection of suitable coupling schemes. 

 As the UN1, UN2 and UN3 approaches of CS2 module are concerned, the 

fundamental properties of the negative correlation between RMS-DS / ACG,  

the hyperbolic correlation between RMS-DS / CB and the positive correlation between 

SE / ACG have been validated in OV and UN LV and MV BPL coupling scheme 

channels. It has been proven that UN1CS2, UN1CS1 and UN1MIMO approach curves have 

small and affordable differences among them, thus allowing the consideration of UN1CS2 

approach curves as a benchmark curve for the OV and UN LV and MV BPL channels 

regardless of their type (i.e., MIMO channels, CS1 module coupling scheme channels or 

CS2 module coupling scheme channels). For the UN2 approach curves, the differences 

among UN2CS2, UN2CS1 and UN2MIMO approach curves are even smaller than  

UN1 approach curves difference due to the mathematical form of the approach. Again, 

UN2CS2 approach curves can be applied to efficiently describe coupling scheme and 

MIMO channels of OV and UN distribution BPL networks. Finally, for the  

UN3 approach curves, it has been proven that UN3CS2-OV and UN3CS1-OV present small 

differences between them thus permitting the consideration of UN3CS2-OV approach 

curves as an estimation tool for the SE and capacity for the OV and UN LV and MV 

BPL channels regardless of their type (i.e., CS1 module coupling scheme channels or 

CS2 module coupling scheme channels). The same assumption is valid in  

UN distribution BPL networks when UN3CS2-UN approach curve is applied. 
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Increasing demand for high-quality transportation fuels and stringent 
environmental standards have resulted in the significantly increased 
quantity of spent hydroprocessing catalysts, which require the 
sustainable management. To minimize the generation of hazardous 
wastes, the spent hydroprocessing catalysts can be regenerated via 
oxidative regeneration or reactivated via the rejuvenation process. If the 
catalytic activity cannot be restored, it can be utilized as a source of 
other useful materials, and/or metals in the spent catalyst are recovered. 
Finally, the stabilized residues shall be disposed by using an 
environmentally sound method.  
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Introduction  
  

Increasing demand for high-quality transportation fuels and stringent 

environmental standards have resulted in the significant growth of the use of 

hydroprocessing catalysts globally. It is expected that the amount of spent 

hydroprocessing catalysts produced will be 200,000 tons annually with an anticipated 5% 

annual increase [1]. Therefore, the sustainable management of these spent catalyst wastes 

will reduce the pollution to the environment and increase the economic efficiency of the 

hydrogenation process.  

Hydroprocessing catalysts generally include hydrotreating and hydrocracking 

catalysts. The most used hydrotreating catalysts are molybdate (Mo) supported on 

alumina (Al2O3) and promoted by cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni) or tungsten (W), while 

hydrocracking catalysts are bifunctional, and consisting of active metals (like Mo, Pt, and 

Ru) supported on a zeolite (e.g., ZSM-5). The catalyst life varies for different 

applications: 1-2 years for hydroprocessing of atmospheric gas oils or vacuum gas oils, 

0.5-1 year for hydrotreating resid, 5-10 years for a naphtha hydrotreater using straight run 

feed [2], and ~2 years for hydrotreating bio-feedstock [3, 4].  

When the performance of the catalysts cannot meet the desired level, they will be 

unloaded and examined for its regenerateness. After regeneration, the regenerated spent 

hydroprocessing catalysts will be re-evaluated. Catalysts of a good quality are pooled and 

re-sulfided for reusing, while catalysts with a lower quality could be reused in less critical 
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applications. For the spent catalyst has lost its regenerateness, the metal in the spent 

catalyst will be recycled to the maximum extent. The residues are disposed by using an 

environmentally sound method.  

   

 

Oxidative Regeneration  
 

Oxidative regeneration is mainly used to burn off the coke deposited on the spent 

hydrotreating catalysts and transform metal sulfides back into their oxides. But it could 

not recover the structural properties to the same level as the fresh catalysts. Typically, the 

spent catalyst should not contain more than 2-3 wt% of metal contaminants (mostly Ni 

and V) to be suitable for oxidative regeneration [5]. 

This regeneration process is affected by multiple factors including O2 supply, the 

composition of the coke, and mass transfer. Air generally provides a good O2 source. 

However, the uncontrolled temperature increase may lead to sintering of the catalyst. 

Under certain circumstances, diluted air may be more suitable. 

The temperature is the most critical factor. It is found that a complete removal 

requires burning at the high temperature of ~450°C, if burning the sulfided spent CoMo 

catalysts [6]. Oxidation of sulfidic sulfur and organic sulfur resulted in the release of SO2 

at 250°C and 450°C, respectively. Oxidation of carbon also happens at ~450°C [7]. More 

severe oxidation conditions are needed for the NiW catalyst, because of the lower 

oxidation activity of NiO and WO3 compared to Co3O4 and MoO3 [8]. The removal of 

sulfidic sulfur from the spent NiW catalysts as SO2 happened at 227-327°C and the 

removal of carbon as CO2 or CO occurred at 377-577°C.  

The shapes of the catalysts establish the mass transfer limitations, which may be 

minimized by grinding the deactivated catalyst to a fine particle size [9, 10].  

 The oxidative regeneration can be carried out in situ or ex situ. The conventional 

in-situ technique burns off the coke and re-sulfides the catalyst in the hydrotreating 

reactors. Regeneration is performed by injecting a stream of diluted air with nitrogen or 

steam to remove coke and reversible poisons like sulfur and nitrogen by oxidizing them 

at temperatures between 450-550°C into gaseous CO, CO2, SOx, and NOx. The process 

parameters such as air concentration and temperature are carefully controlled to prevent 

runaway combustion [11]. Following regeneration, sulfiding converts the metal oxides 

impregnated onto the catalyst support into the corresponding metal sulfides, and forms 

H2S that can enter the process water to be removed. According to environmental 

regulations, acidic gases must be neutralized, and the neutralization process is time-

consuming and requires injection systems, trained operators, and time. Forth more, in-situ 

regeneration requires long unit downtime and gives poor activity recovery due to uneven 

gas flow [12]. 

The ex situ (also called off-site) oxidative regeneration has been widely accepted 

by the petroleum refining industry in the 1990s, because it provides benefits on safety, 

time savings, and less environmental problems caused by generating SOx and COx. Better 

activity recovery can be achieved by the ex situ regeneration, because it allows 

performing more than one cycle with the same catalyst batch [13]. The reactor corrosion 

due to the formation of acidic gases is eliminated. The chance for accidents, hot spots, 

and reactor malfunction is lower. Dedicated catalyst specific regeneration procedures can 

be applied, and the fines can be removed by screening. The costs of the oxidative ex situ 

regeneration are around 20% of the fresh catalyst price [14].  
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Rejuvenation 
  

 The rejuvenation of spent catalysts, also known as reactivation or reactivation, is 

additional processes that may be required. Oxidative regeneration is typically performed 

on older generation Type I catalysts, with recovered activity in the range of 70-85% of 

fresh activity, depending on the degree of metals contamination and surface area. For 

more recent generation catalysts containing the highly active Type II sites, the oxidative 

regeneration of Type II catalysts only results in a mediocre activity recovery. One 

possible reason for this low-activity recovery is that these catalysts have not been 

exposed to the temperatures that are required to restore their activities. The rejuvenation 

process developed by Porocel [15] consists of two steps: an initial thermal regeneration to 

remove the carbon and sulfur, followed by a proprietary chemical treatment to remove 

the inactive crystalline compound such as β-CoMoO4 or NiMoO4, re-disperse the metals, 

and restore the Type II active sites for maximum activity recovery. These treatments 

typically use some oxygen containing compounds that play the role of chelating agents 

and thus may help re-disperse the metals [16]. Rejuvenation of the spent catalyst may 

restore greater than 90% of fresh catalyst activity and provide the spent catalysts that 

meet certain physical and chemical criteria.  

 

 

Reuse of the Spent Catalysts 
 

 Reuse of a regenerated spent catalyst to maximize the catalyst life is the key to the 

sustainable management. The regenerated catalysts may be suitable for less demanding 

refinery operations. Typically, the regenerated gas oil hydrotreating catalyst might be 

used for hydrotreating of kerosene, and the regenerated Kerosene hydrotreating catalyst 

can be applied for naphtha hydrotreating [17].  

It’s also possible to use at least a small portion of spent catalysts for the 

preparation of useful materials like fused alumina, Anorthite glass-ceramics, and abrasive 

material [18]. Depending on the remaining porosity and surface area, spent catalysts may 

still have potential especially, in some gas-solid applications, e.g., used as a H2S clean-up 

sorbent [19].  

This kind of catalyst management services could provide sustainability to the 

global catalyst inventory through a pool where each site or unit will take the required 

catalyst quantity corresponding to their need.  

 

 

Metals Reclamation 
 

When the spent catalyst reaches the end-of-cycle, i.e., the desired level of activity 

could not be restored, or the mechanical properties would strongly deteriorate during 

regeneration. Metals reclamation could remove toxic components and make further 

dispose of residues possible [20].  

 There are two types of reclamation processes: hydrometallurgy and 

pyrometallurgy. The hydrometallurgical reclamation involves the solubilization of metals 

via roasting, followed by a selective leaching of metals of interest [21]. Literature 
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regarding the hydrometallurgical reclamation of metals is extensive, and has been 

reviewed by Furimsky [21] and Marafi and Stanislaus [18, 22].  

The pyrometallurgical process starts with melting dry catalysts in a furnace at 

temperatures around 1200-1500°C [23]. Heavy metals sink to the bottom as alloys 

containing the alumina or silica support, which are further separated from the slag. 

Pyrometallurgical processes for recovering metals (like Pt and Pd) in hydrocracking 

catalysts involve chlorination at high temperatures (900-950°C) for recovery of platinum 

and other metals as volatile chlorides, which is followed by heating at high temperatures 

(800°C) in a gas flow containing water [24].  

 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

 As the energy demand continues to rise and the environmental regulations are 

more stringent, the increasing quantity of spent hydroprocessing catalysts requires the 

sustainable management, which has a goal of minimizing the generation of hazardous 

wastes. The spent hydroprocessing catalysts can be regenerated via oxidative 

regeneration and re-sulfided or reactivated via the rejuvenation process, if it meets the 

requirements of the regenerateness. If the catalytic activity cannot be restored, it can be 

utilized to make other useful materials, and/or metals in the spent catalyst are recovered. 

Finally, the stabilized residues of spent hydroprocessing catalysts can be disposed in 

landfills. 
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